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they should be. It is disadvantageous to
the owner if he finds that the tenant has
been charged with a breach of the licensing
laws. -Such an occurrence might prove
detrimental to the future leasing of the
premises. In order to give effect to what
I suggest, I propose -to delete the word
"or" in line 3,of Subsection (2) and then,
after the word "license" in line 4 to insert
the words "or an Australian wine license."
That will make the phraseology clean. I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

Question put and passed.

Bill rend a second time.

In Committee.

Hon. J. A. Dimmitt in the Chair; Hon.
Sir Charles Latham in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 and 2-agreed to.
Clause 3-Amendmefit of Section 15:

Hon. H. K. WATSON: As a matter of
drafting, should not the word "by" at the
commencement of paragraph (a) be trans-
ferred to after the word "amended" in line
1 of the clause?

Hon. Sir CHARLES LATHAM: I think
the drafting is quite all right. It was done
by the Parliamentary Draftsman and he
was, extremely careful about iC.

The CHAIRMAN: I do not think the
alteration is necessary.

Clause put and passed.
Title--agreed to.

Bill reported without amendment and the
report adopted.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (HoL. H.
S. W. Parker--Mctropolitan-Suburban):
I move-

That tbe House at its rising adjourn till
Tuesday, the 2nd August.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 8.22 p.m.

Wednesday, 27th July, 1949.
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QUESTIONS.

RAILWAYS.

(a) As to Price Paid for Coal.

Mr. MIAY asked the Minister for Rail-
ways:

What is the price being paid for coal sup-
plied from the following sources as used
by the railways in this State-

Co-operative Mine;
Proprietary Mline;
Stockton M-%ine;
Cardiff Mine;
Griffin Mline.
Wyvern Mline;
No. 2 Stockton Open-cut;
Black Diamond Open-cut?

Tbe MINISTER FOR WORKS (for the
Minister for Railways) replied:

Co-operative Mine, 26s. 2d. per ton.Proprietary Mine, 26s. 2d. per ton.
Stockton Mine, 26s. 2d. per ton.
Cardiff Mine, not used by railways.
Griffin Mine, 27s, Gd. per ton.
Wyvern Mline, 27s. 6d. per ton.
No. 2 Stockton Open-cut, 26s. 2d. per ton.
Black Diamond Open-cut, 26s. 2d. per

ton.

(b) As to Perth -Kalgoorlie Service.

M1r. KELLY asked the Minister-for Rail-
ways: -

(1) H1ow long is it anticipated that the
;present -reduced time table wilt operate for
passenger trains from Perthi to Kalgoojrlic
and vice versa? -

(2) Will extra passenger trains he run to
enter for a large number of students trav-
riling to and from their homes during the
August school holidays?

'(3) If uiot, -%h y, as all accommodation is
always severely overtaxed at school holiday
periods 1

(4) Has consideration been given by the
Railway Department to the running of a
.special diesel coa-h to cater for students,
utilising daylight hours, coinciding with
holiday periods, and with what result?

The MI1NISTER FOR WORKS (for the
Minister for Railways) replied:

(1) .The amended time table is to continue
for the time beingl hut trains will he in-
creased in number, strengthened, or even
cancelled, according to the patronage
offering.

(2) Yes.*
(3) Answered by No. (2).
(4) All diesel electric railcars are fully

utilised during- daylight hours at vacation
times, largely in conveyance of school chil-
dren on holidays.

(e) As to Reduction of Service and~
Employees.

Mr. KELLY asked the Minister for Rail-
ways:

(1) In view of the cancellation of one-
third of the normal passenger trains from
Perth to Kalgoorlie, and vice versa, is it the
intention of the Railway Department to re-
duce the number of employees now on the
wages sheet'- If so, by what percentage?

(2) If that is not the intention of the
management, what added duties will be
found for employees normally engaged in
running trains which have been cancelled?7

(3) What accumulated tonnage of goods
isi now waiting transport?

The MINISTER FOR WORKS (for the
Mlinister for Railways) replied:

(1) No.
(2) Clearan-e of additional goods traffic

now awaiting, transportation.
(3) Approximately 300,000 tons.

TIMBER INDUSTRY

(a) As to Associated Timber Industries
of WF.A.

Mr. HOAR asked the Minister for
Forests:-

(1) How long has the "Associated Timber
Industries of W.A." been in existence?

(2) What are the names of the timber
companies, firms or individuals that com-
prise its membership?

(3) Has the Forests Department any offi-
cial standing in this association in deter-
mining the sizes and quantities of timber
to be usedl for-

(a) Homie-building (State);
(b) constructions works (State);
(c) Eastern States orders;
(d) oversee, exports?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) January, 1048.
(2) 'Membership , consists of :-Millars'

Timber & Trading Co. Ltd., State Saw
Mlills, Bun ning Bros. Pty. Ltd., The Kauri
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Timber Co. Ltd., Woraley Timber Co. Ply.
Ltd., Whittaker Bros. Pty. Ltd., Douglas
Jones Pty. Ltd., The Adelaide Timber Co.
Ltd., Anderson's Timber & Hardware,
Joiners Ltd., W.A. Salvage Pty. Ltd., Buck-.
inghamn Bros.

(3) Being a trade association, there is no
representative of the. Forests Department in
Associated Timber Industries. The'associa-
dion does not determine matters raised in the
question.

(b) As to Licenses for Oversea Exports,

Mr. HOAR asked the Minister for
Forests:

Are, licenses required for oversea exports
of timber? If so, who issues theml

The MINISTER replied:
Ihxport licenses are issued by the Customs

Department, the recommending authority
being the Commonwealth Forestry and Tim-
ber Bureau and liaison officer in this State
Mr. A. C. Shedley, Senior Assistant Con-
servator of Forests and Co-ordinator of
Timber Supplies.

(c) As to Amenities for Workers.

Air. REYFOLDS (without notice) asked
the Minister for Forests:

Has further progress beaL made regard-
ing an amenities fund for all timber work-
ers ?

The MINISTER replied:
No further meeting has as yet been called

and in that connection I shall take an 01)-

portunity of discussing the position with
the member for Forrest at an early date.

ISRAELITE HAY-ESPERANCE ROAD.

As to Suspension of Traffic.

Hon. F. '.\LSEN Raked the Minister for
Works:

(1) Did he see in "The West Australiah"'
of the 25th instant that the Esperanee Can-
ning Co. has decided to suspend operations
temporarily (in spite of the fact that there
is an abundance of salmon at present in tbe
water of Israelite Bdy) owing to the road
beinwg untrafflekable between Israelite Bay
and Esperanee?

(2) Will he give favourable considen-tion
to. assisting the Esperanee Road Board to
make the road traffiekable during wrinter
months between those two points?

The MINISTER replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) The Esperance Road Board was ad-
vised in February last that an allocation
of £1,000 had beena provided for improve-
* nents to this road.

If the Esperanee board has insufficient
plant of its own for this work, the Mata
Roads Department would assist, hut thonG
will be unavoidable delay in finding the
necessary additional plant.

ROYAL PERTH HOSPITAL.

A4s to Beds, Charges and Subsidy.

Hon. A. H. PANTON asked the Minister
for Health:

(1) How many beds are available at pre.
sent at the Royal Perth Hospital jn the new
section-

(a) public wards;
(b) intermediate wards;

(c) private wards?

(2) What is the amount charged in each
of the sections (a), (h) and (c) separately?

(3) What wvas the amount of the subsidy
paid to the Royal Perth Hospital from the
Hospital Fund in 1946-47, 1947-48 and
1948-493.

(4) What is the estimated return per
year from the beds charged for?

The MINISTER replied:

(1) (a) 230 beds.
(b2 27 b eds.
(c) 12 beds.

(2) (a) No chfarge.

(b) £8 Sis. to £10. 10s. per week, less
£2 16s. per week hospital benefits.

(e) £11 Its, to £12 12. per week, less
£2 16s. per week hospital benefits.

(3) 1946-47, £110,172; 1047-48, £147,423;

1948-49, £246,234.

(4) Temporarily portion of intermediate
and private wards are being used for special
public ward patients. Annual return on
present beds available is estimated at
£C12,000. When all beds available, £18,000.
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WHEAT. I

As to Receiving Bins, Yarregnony-
Eastwards.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE asked the Minis-
ter for Lands:

(1) How many bulk wheat receiving bins
are to be built along the Yarramon -East-
wards route?
.(2) Is it intended to build all of them

before the end of 19501
The MINISTER replied:
(1) Seven.
(2) The bins will be built according to

the material available.

MOOLA BULLA STATION.
As to Supervision of Homes Construction.

Hon. A. A. M. COVEIILIY asked the
Minister for Native Affairs:

What officer of the Department of Native
Affairs is supervising the building of homes
for natives at Moola Bulls?

The MINISTER replied:
Mr. C. L. MeBeath, who is acting as

superintendent. and manager of Moola
Bula

PRICES CONTROL.
(a) As to Printing of Regulations.

Mr. HEGNEY asked the Attorney Gen-
eral:

(1) Is he aware that printed regulations
under the Prices Control Act are not obtain-
able by members?

(2) Will be take steps t6 ensure that
ample copies of such regulations are made
available forthwith?

(3) If not, why not?

The ATTORNEY GENERAL replied:
(1) No.
(2) and (3) Yes.

(b) As to Inspectors Employed. -

Mr. HEGNEY asked the Attorney Gen-
eral:

(1) How many inspectors are employed
by the Prices Control Department in the
enforcement of rho provisions of the Act
and regulations?

(2) floes he consider the number suffi
cient to protect the interests of the public
and honest traders?

The ATTORNEY GENERA.L replied:
(1) Seventy-one inspectors are employed

by the department.
(2) Yes.

(c) As to Rletal Charges for Meat.

Mr. HEGNEY asked the Attorney
General:

(1) Is he aware of the fact that meat is
being sold to consumers at prices far in
excess of those fixed by the Prices Comniis-

.sioner?7
(2) Will be take immediate action to en-

sure that retail butchers prominently dis-
play notices in their shops indicating the
fixed prices for meat?

The ATTORNEY GENERAL replied:
(1) No.
(2) Under the Regulations notices shoWi-

ing the approved maximum prices for meat
must be displayed. A continuous check is
made by prices officers to see that this is
carried out. Where it is found that it is
not caruied out, appropriate action is taken.

"WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUS-
TRIAL GAZETTE."

As to Expediting Publication.

Mr. HEGNEY asked the Minister for
Labour:

(1) On what date was the last publica-
tion of the "Western Australian Industrial
Gazette" issued?

(2) In view of the importance of such
publications to industrial unions of em-
ployers and employees and other bodies,
will he endeavour t& have the publications
brought up to date in the near future?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) The'last issue of the "Western Aus-

tralian Industrial Gazette" was for the half-
year ended the 30th June, 1947, and was
p'rinted on the 8th September, 1948.

(2) Yes. To expedite publication of
further issues of the Gazette, several con-
ferences have been held with the Govern-
ment Printer, the last of these being on the
22nd instant, before the President of the
Arbitration Court, in his Chambers.

The issue for the half-year ended the 31st
December, 1947, will be published within
the next few weeks, and arrangements have
been made to print the matter for the year
1948 in one publication.
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FISHERIES SELECT COMMITTEE.

As to Report.

Mr. HEGNEY asked the Minister for
Fisheries:

(1) Is he aware that on account of the
high price of fish, this essential diet is be-
yond the means of the wage earner with a
family?

(2) In view of the fact that a Select
Committee was appointed as far back as the
21st October, 1948, to inquire into the 'con-
dition of the fishing industry in Western
Australia and means whereby greater sup-
plies of local fish at reasonable prices could
be made available to the consumer, can he
indicate what further period will elapse be-
fore the Committee's report is made avail-
able to members?.

The MINISTER replied: 0
(1) I am aware that fresh fish is one of

the higher-priced foods.
(2) The Government has not yet received

the report of the Select Committee, but ex-
pects to receive it in the near future.

BUILDING SUPPLIES.
(a) As to Exports of Material.

Mr. HEGNEY asked the Minister for
Housing:I

What amount, if any, of each of the fol-
lowing commodities has been exported from
this State jluring the six months ended the
30th June, 1949-

(a) cement;
(b) roofing material;
(c) flat asbestos?

The MINISTER replied:
Information relating to exports during

June, 1949, is not yet available, but figures
for the five.months ending the 31st May last
are as follows: -

(a) Cement-40 tons to Christmas
Island.

(b) and (e) Galvanised iron, flat and
corrugated-ill ewt. to Northern Terri-
tory.

Asbestos sheeting, flat and cornu-
gated-lOS to Northern Territory.

(b) As to Increased Quotas.

Hon. F. J. S.-WISE pisked the Honorary
Minister for Supply and Shipping:

Will she agree to table Western Austra-
lia's ease for increased quotas compiled by

the State Department of Supply and Ship-
ping and presented to the Commonwealth
during May 1948?

The HONORARY MINISTER replied:
As the report is now 14 months old, it

might be misleading to examine it/nder
present conditions, which have materially
changed, but I have a reserve copy at my
office and any hon. member may peruse it
if be so desires.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
As to Inspection and Checking of Se eks.

Mr. HEGNEY asked the Minister 'repre-
senting the Minister for Police:

(1) How. many officers are engaged in
inspecting and checking weighing- scales
under the provisions of the Weights and
Measures 'Act?

(2) How often are such idspections
made? I

(3) Are the activities of such officers con-
fined to the metropolis?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING re-
plied:

(1) Four at present, normally five, one
lpsition being vacant.

(2) Inspections are carried out as far as
practicable at periods in accordance with
the Weights and Measures Act and Regu-
lations'

(3) No.

MILK, CONDENSED.
As to Permit for Factory,

Hon. J. T. T.ONKIN asked the Minister
for Lands:

When will he table the papers concern-
ing John Glass and Sons' application for a
permit to erect premises for the purpose
of manufacturing condensed milk, as
promised by him in the Legislative Assembly.
on the 16th June?

Te MINISTER replied:
Today. I will place thp' papers on the

Table of the House now.

* PERTH TOWN HALL.

As to New Site.

Hon. F. J. S. WISE asked the Premier:
Has the Government reached a decision in

regard to the Town Hail site which was the
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subject of a report and recommendation
three years ago? -If so, what is the decision?

The PREMIER replied:

The Town Hall site has been the subject
of reports and recommendations over very
many years and no Government has found
itself in a position to give a decision. How-
ever, the question is now receiving further
consideration.

"HANSARD"

As to Expediting Publication.

Mr. GRAHAM (without notice) asked
the Premier:

(1) Jn view of the fact that copies of
current "Hansard? available to members
relate in the latest instance to proceedings
on the 23rd June last, has he made arrange-
ments for the debates that have taken place
since to be published and the proceedings
brought up to date?

(2) If not, will he endeavour to make
some arrangements to meet the convenience
of members in this respect?

The PREMIER replied:

(1) and (2) I have not taken the action
suggested by the hon. member. I will, how-
ever, see what can be done to bring the pub-
lication of "Hansard" up to date and will
let the hon. member have the information
tomorrow.

HOUSING.

As to Purchase of Rental Homes.

Mr. REYNOLDS (without notice) asked
the Minister for Housing:

What arrangements, if any, have been
made for the purchase of Commonwealth
rental homes by tenants and on what terms?

The 'MINISTER replied:

The matter of the terms of purchase of
Com monwealth rental homes was the subject
of some variation in views between the Com-
monwealth and the various States. A con-
ference of officers representing the housing
authorities of the States and the Common-
wealth took place about two months ago,
and I understand that following on this
conference the matter is to be discussed at
the forthcoming Premiers'- conference.

BILLS (3)-FIRST READING.

1, Electoral Act Amendment (No. 3).
92, Companies Act Amendment (No. 2).

Introduced by the Attorney General.
3, Fisheries Act Amendment.

Introduced by the Minister for Fish-
eries.

B IL L -SUPERANUATION S IK,
PEATE, INSURANCE, GUARANTEE
AND ENDOWMENT (LOCAL GOV-
ERNING BODIES' EMPLOYEES)
FUNDS ACT AMENDMENT.

Read a third time and transmitted to the
Council.

MOTION-STATE TRANSPORT
BOARD.

As to Road Cartagye of Fish.

MR. GRAYDEN (M1iddle Swan) (4.43]:
I move--
That in the opinion of this House the action

of the Department of Industrial Development
ii' recommending the Transport Board to re-
fuse to grant a transport license to the Ocean
Canning Co., Belmont, for the purpose of
transporting fish from the south coast of WVest-
ern Australia is not in the best interests of
industry. This House further recommends
that the aforesaid license should be granted
to the Ocean Canning Co.

Briefly, this motion concerns th ac-
tion of the Transport Board, on the re-
commendation of the Director of Industrial
Development in refusing to grant a license
to the Ocean Canning Co., Belmont, to trans-
port fish from the source on the south coast
of the State. This means that the Company
will have to close down. I move the motion,
firstly, because the action of the Transport
Board in refusing the license means that
an established industry will go out of exis-
tence, and, secondly, because this will create
a monopoly in the fish canning industry,
with the result that fishermen on the south
coast v-ill have to accept a lower price for
their fish.

Mr. May: How was it formerly trans-
ported?

Mr. ORAYDEN; Previously the company
was able to obtain a license to transport
the fish by road, but this year the license
has been refused. The ation of the board
will also mean that 30 employees-and in
peak periods 50-will be put out of their
jobs and will have to seek other avenues of
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employment. In this action of the Transport
Board we are carrying out a policy of de-
centrAlisation at the expense of ain estab-
lished industry, and in doing so are setting
a precedent that will have wide-spread re-
percussions in the future.

Mr. Reynolds: Is decentralisation the
policy of your Government?

Mr. GRAYDEN: I think it is the policy
of almost all Governments, but it should
not be the policy where it cuts across an
established industry. This action of the
Transport Board is, to my mind, in the
nature of what could be expected in a totali-
tarian country but not in Australia. The
placing of established industry wholly and
solely in the hands of a civil servant, as has
been done in this case-

Mr. Reynolds: TlTen you admit that the
civil servants control the Government?

Mr. GRAYDEN: - will remove any se-
curity -that exists foi industry at present.
The action of the Transport Board 'cuts
completely across the policy on which the
Liberal and Country Parties were elected
at the last election, and it is therefore a!
breach of faith with the electors. We believe
in a policy of decentralisation, but also that
private enterprise should be fostered.

Hon. E. Nulsen: You believe in it in
theory, but not in practice.

Mr. GRAYDEN: In this instance I am
sorry to relate that we have deviated from
that policy. This action on the part of the
board completely ignores the rights that the
individual has traditionally enjoyed in this
country-rights to which members of all
parties, except the communist ])arty, sub-
sciibe.

Mr. Reynolds: You will have my sup~ort
on this motion.

Mr. ORAYDEN: This, unfortunately, is
the most high-handed action with which I
have personally lied the misfortune to be-
come acquainted, on the part of a civil ser-
vant or Government department. I feel sure
that when members become aware of the
facts they will agree with ine in that regard.
In 1937 Mr. Gardiner commenced the can-
ning of sheeps' and lambs' tongues at pre-
mises situated at South Belmont. In a~out
1040 the Chief Inspector of Fisheries, Air.
Fraser, suggested that experiments be initi-
ated in relation to the canning of Perth

herring, which at that time were of no eco-
nomic importance at all. Soon the company
established a satisfactory pack and the
Army contracted to take the whole of the
output of the cannery for the Fighting
Forces. Perth herring in tomato sauce soon
became an established line, making possible
thq creation of the Ocean Canning Company
in 1941,

The introduction of fish canning rendered
necessary the transfer of the company's
meat canning activities, which had been pro-
ceeding at Belmont, to new premises at
Robb's Jetty, and also the building of addi-
tional space at the Belmont factory. After
many experiments at the Ocean Canning7
Company Mr. Gardiner was successful inr
pioneering the manufacture of agar agar
jelly from local seaweed. Hitherto all the
agar agar used in Australia had been im~-
ported from Japan and, that source of
supply having dried'up, the provision of the
jelly for meat canning, ice cream manufac-
tore, the preparation of bacteriological cul-
tures and so on was placing an enormous
strain on the accumulated stocks of the mate-
rial in this country. Mr. Gardiner was the
first mn in Australia to produce agar agar
on a commercial basis.

In 1944 Mr. Gardiner turned his attention
to the canning of Western Australian sal-
mon. His first product was a fish cake mix-
ture that was sold under the trade name of
"Frelish." In less than a year he was suc-
cessful in producing canned salmon cutlets
of excellent quality which, under the trade
names of "Sea Harvest" and "High Seas"
have, since the termination of hostilities,
enjoyed a ready market throughout $he
Commonwealth. Since that time he has also
produced sea herring and blue sprats, and
in doing so has been the pioneer in Western
Australia of these two lines on an industrial
basis. He has always been Oependcnt oa
eatches made at Hopetoun, Albany, Cheyne
Beach and on the lower south-west coast and
towards Cape Naturaliste for his supplies
of salmon. Salmon were first procured from
Hopetoun in 1944.

The Minister for Education: How were
they then transported to Perth?

Mr. GRAYDEN: They must have been
transported by road first of all and later
I think they came by rail, but it
was subsequently found inipracticable
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to send them by rail. Mr. Gardiner's
first purchases of salmon in commercial
quantities were made at Hopetoun in Feb-
ruary, 1945, and at Cheyne Beach in May,
1945, thus providing fishermen-and this is
the important point-for the first time in
the history of Western Australia with I

,steady and lucrative market for Western
Australian galmon. The whole of the pion-
tering work, experiments in canning tech-
nique, building extensions, installation of
freezers, eanning equipmient, etc., not to
mention the transport organisation from
point of capture on the South-West coast
to the factory at Belmont, was carried out
at the personal financial risk of Mir. Gar-
diner. At the outset the State Treasury

guaranteed his operations under the indus-

tries Assistance Ad but, after a relatively
short time, Mr. Gardiner was able to clear
himself of all liability to the Government
and in Mfay, 1949, he opened a new cannery,

at Busselton, costing several thousand

rounds. On the 22nd Septemb~er, 1948, the
W~este~rn Australian Transport Board wrote
to Mr. Gardiner as follows:

Applications for Transport Board licenses
have been submnitted recently by a number of
oiperautors mainly in respect of the transport of
fish from the south coast to Belmont. In con-
sidering thsese applications, the board has had
the benefit of the advice of the Director of
Industrial Development and also of the Chief
Inasp~ector of Fisheries. The former has pro-
tested somewhat strongly, against the graniting
of these licenses and his views cut right across
those of the Chief Inspector of Fisheries. Tb',
board has been in somewhat of a dilemma,
lust, by directibn, has submitted the whole

question to our lion. minister. Mr. Seward
has advised that, provided fishermen do not
,u,&'r any financial loss by supplying the Al-
bany factory, then as much as possible should
hie directed there, particularly as it is claimed
that the Albany factory is not working to
capacity and would handle considerably more
fish than has been received.

The ifinist& further directed that, whilst
the board might grant approval for temporary

iemscovering the reriod to the 31st -Mare).,
1949, the management of your cannery should
he notified that the supplies of salmon partico-.
:larly from Ho0petoum may not be available,

,fte~r that date. Mr. Fernic suggested zoning
the coast in such a manner as to link a can-
ning facto"- with each section, and that
allotted to the Belmont cannery extends from
Mandurali to Laneelin Island.

I orm inclined to agree with Mr. Fraser,
the Chief Inspector of Fisheries, that the
potentialities of this zone are so meagre as

to result in the virtual clueing of the Belmont
factory in the event of this proposal being
adopted. This advice is now submitted in
order that you may be warned of thj pos-
sibilities and give you an opportunity of plac-
ing your views before the board, if desired,
so that further consideration of the subject
may be given prior to the proposed date of
expiry of the temporary license on the 31st
March, 1949.

Whilst all this wns going on, canneries had
been erected by Mr. D. S. Hunt at Albany
and at Esperance, and a cannery built at
Hopetoun by Mr. Young lhad subsequently
been acquired by Mr. H~unt. The Transport
Board's letter, which I have just read, was
naturally a tremendous shock to the Ocean
Canning Co. It expected, after doing all
that heavy spaide work and others had
noticed tbeir success, that it would have com-
petitors. It has no objection to healthy
competition but, as one who was the pio-
neer,. who has shown to the world the possi-
bility of Western Australian salmon, Mr.
Gardiner did not expect the State Govern-
ment to take such action as would, in effect,
remove all competition from his competitor.
That, in plain language, is the effect of the
Government's acti6n in refusing him the
right not to purchase fish but to transport
it from the south coast to his Belmont fac-
tory.

The Director of Industrial Development
has stated to the Transport Board that the
Ocean Canning Co. should be permitted,
without any competition at all, to obtain
supplies for the Belmont factory on that
part of the coast between Mandurah and
Lancelin Island. The Government should be
aware, if the Department of Industrial De-
velopment is not, although it actually is,
that there are no salmon in this area. I
will correct that by saying that there -are
some salmon but they are not there in com-
mercial quantities. That is the zone that
has been allocated by the department to this
established salmon-canning factory at Bel-
mont. Two or three months ago, Mr. Gar-
diner was summoned to a meeting convened
by either the Minister for Industrial De-
velopment or the Minister for Transport
to discuss the future transport licenses for
fish. At that meeting, Mr. Gardiner asked
Mr. Fernie, "What about fish for my Bel-
mont cannery if these transport licenses are
refused? " Air. Fernie replied, "If the Bel-
mont cannery is dependent upon fish from
the south coast, the sooner it is shut up the
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better." That is the viewpoint of the
Director of Industrial Development. Subse-
quently, Mr. Gardiner received a couple of
letters from ithe Transport Board. The 're-
levant portion of the second letter was to
this effect-

Further to my letter of the 9th' instant OnM-
cerning the transport of fish supplied from
the south coast to Belmont, I have to confirm
that after expiry of the present permit on the
31st March, it is not the board's intention to
grant any renewal or to grant any other per-
mit which will permit the transport of fish
supplies from Cheyne Beach-Albany zone, to
Perth.

Later, Mr. Gardiner wrote to the Trans-
port Board concerning the transport of
salmon from Hopetoun to Belmont, and the
crucial part of the reply to hinm was--

The question has been referred to the Dir-
ector of Industrial Development recently how-
ever, and advice received to the effect that
in the event of any such applicationa being re-
ceived it would not have the recommendation
of his department. In these circumstances, the
board cannot grant approval of the informal
application submitted by you to undertake this
work.

It appears that although the Chief In-
spector of Fisheries was formerly the officer
to whom applications fo licenses to trans-
port ifab were referred by the Transp ort
Board, Cabinet has decided that in future
this duty will devolve on the Director of
Industrial Development who is not as com-
petently fitted to advise on fish, fishing and
fisheries, as is Mr. Fraser, Chief Inspector
of Fisheries, 'whose experience extends over
a period of 30 years. Up to the 18th May,
1949, the Ocean Canning Co., Belmont, was
down 98 tons clean weight of salmon from
Albany and the lower South-West compared
to 1948, and this deficit will be increased
to 205 tons if any portion of the Hopetoun
catch is denied it. Last year it obtained
167 tons from Hopetoun clean weight and,
if it is not permitted to transport from that
centre this year, its total intake will be 313
tons approximately, whereas, to fulifi ordersfl
it requires 625 tons. Naturally, the com-
pany feels that it is most unfair that its
transport arrangements should be upset at
such short notice. It has contracted with
distributors in the Eastern States for an
estimated output of 25,000 cases totalling in
value V75,000. If the company is forced
to cancel these orders, it will be compelled

to give reasons to the Eastern States dis-
tributors as to its inability to deliver. I
submit that that is a rave reflection on the
State Government.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Rear, hear I
Hon. A. A. M. Coverley: We area with

you.
Mr. GRAYDEN: The t"n position today

is that the salmon intake of this Belmont
factory is lower and its canning facilities
have doubled by virtue of the fact that it
has opened a new establishment at Bussel-
ton. It will be apparent to everyone that
unless a transport license is granted to the
company, the Belmont factory will have to
cease operations as soon as the reserve steoks
are exhausted, which will be early in Sep-
tember. The Busselton factory, a branch
recently established, has already closed, and
the Minister for Industrial Development baa
been advised to this effect by letter dated
the 10th June.

Mr. Graham: .:What has the Minister done
about it9

Mr. GRAYDEN: The letter stated-
Referring to your visit to Busselton when

you were good enough to inspect my new can-
nery, I Dow desire to inform you that owing
to the scarcity of fish, this cannery was closed
down at the beginning of this month and will
not he re-opened for fish canning until nest
year.

I desire to advise you also that My Belmnont
cannery, unless something unforeseen happens,
will cease operations about the mid-September
or as soon as our reserve stocks are exhausted.
This state of affairs will be due to denial of
fish transport from Hopetoun.

It is regretted that the enforcement of de-
centralisation as carried out by the Director of
Industrial Development .is at the expense of
an established industry.

In common with most new enterprises, the
Ocean Canning Company expects to run
the Busselton cannery at a loss for the first
12 months and it is obvious, therefore, that
it is doubly important that the Btlnaont plant
should be enabled to continue production
in ordqr to meet that loss.- But there is
another angle to the question. Mr, Fernie
had suggested zoning the coast to link up
a cannery with each section. Mr. Gardiner
was under the impression that this scheme
had been abandoned and drew this conclu-
sion from' an interview he had with Mr.
Fernie on or about the 16th September last.
Mr. Gardiner's object in meeting Mr. Fernie
on that occasion was to obtain a clarification
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of the transport position, as he had pre-
viously emphasised to Mr. Fernie and his
staff that he could not proceed with the
establishment of a cannery at Busselton un-
less his Belmont cannery was kept supplied
with fish as in the past, in order to provide
finance for taxation and permit sufficient
capital investment and running expenses for
the Busselton project. Had Mr. Gardiner
not understood that to be the position, he
would not have committed himself to the
high initial cost entailed in the establish-
ment of the plant at Busselton.

The fishermen also want the competition.
At a general meeting of fishermen held at
Albany in November last, the opinion was
expressed that the fishermen desired the
two canneries to be in a position to buy
the Alsh in order that their price for salmon
might be maintained. In the interests df
the fishermen, therefore, as well as of the
Belmont cannery, it would seem that the
arrangements of last year should be con-
tinued and that the Belmont cannery should
be granted a transport license for the cart-
age of the fish.

The Ocean Canning Company has been
able to secure the continued services of its
original fishermen who, with their sons,
made a team of eight to operate at Cheyne
Beach. The company was quite content
with this snall team coaipared with a team
of 16 or more engaged by the Albany can-
nery. This tonnage did not affect in any
degree the operations of the Albany can-
nery since it was in a position to draw sup-
plies fromn other parts of the South coast,
including Dlenmark and Bremer Bay, and it
is extremely doubtful whether it will be
in a position even now to handle all the
salmon caught at peak periods at Cheyne
Beach.

The Ocean Canning Company has an
agreement with 'Mr. Hunt, who controls the
factories on the South coast, to catch and
deliver to its Belmont factory one-third of
the salmon taken at Hopetoun. That sug-
gestion apparently originated in a letter
from Hunt's Canning Company dated the
6th February, 1948, and a final exchange
of letters was made between the canneries
concerned on the 16th February, 1948. The
full 1948 season was conducted on that
basis. Apparently this year Mr. Hunt has
made no effort to obtain a Hopetoun-Perth
transport license. .Yet be is transporting

salmon from Hopetoun to his factory at
Albany. The latter movement of fish took
place towards the end of June this year
with a load of four tons of salmon, and
doubtless it is still continuing. The infer-
ence is that the Hlopetoun cannery is not
capable of handling all the fish caught
there.

To sum up the position, a factory to ean
salnon has been established at Belmont.
That was the first factory to undertake fish
canning in this State. The factory cost
some £20,000 and employs some 30 persons
residing in the ilivervale area. Possibly
those people could obtain employment else-
where at present, but later on they will
depend to a large extent upon work at the
factory for a livelihood. The company has
been refused the right to transport fish
from the south coast to the factory, and
the result will be that the factory will go
out of existence. It must go out of exist-
ence unless the transport license is granted.

Mr: Graham: Do you think there is bias
in favour of Mr. Hunt?

iMr. GRAYDEN: I should say that the
department is biassed in his favour. If a
transport license is denied the company,
the fishermen will suffer loss. I had a
letter fro~m the fishermen which has been
handed to the Minister. They made it very
lplain that they want the competition to
continue in order that they might get a
higher price for their product. At present
the Ocean Canning Company is paying a
higher price than the other company; hence
the desire of the fishermen for a continu-
ance of the competition.

What is the reason for trying to force
the Belmont factory out of existence 9 It
is because the Government has a policy of
decentralisation. We all approve of do-
centralisation, but we do not agree with it
when it cuts across an established indus-
try. The Government has entrusted the
Director of Industrial Development with
the task of giving effect to its policy of
dicentralisation and the Director is carry-
ing it out at the expense of an established
industry.

Mr. May: What is wrong with the rhil-
ways that they cannot transport the fish?

Air. GRAYDEN: Perhaps the cost is pro-
hibitive, or maybe there are no refrigerated
vans. I had an interview with the Director
of Industrial Developmebit, who told me,
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as he had told Mr. Gardiner, that if -the
Belmont factory were dependent upon fish
brought from the South coast, the 5002cr
it was cut out, the better.

lion. A. H. Panton: Did he mean tCaat
the fish should be obtained from the Swan
River?

Mr. ORAYDEN: He said, the Belmont
factory could deal with Perth herring and
various other fish. I asked him, "How
long would it take to develop on those
lines?"' and be replied, "Possibly a couple
of years. "

Hon. A. H. Panton: Did he intend to
breed them up?

'Mr. GRAYDEN: He admitted that there'
are Lew salmon in these waters, but said
the company could concentrate on other
fish instead 'of on the lucrative line, sal-
mon, which it had pioneered. I asked him,
"How on earth is the company going to
develop the fish in waters close to Perth
if it has to close down next month or the
month after, because it must close if the
salmon is not available? Why not permit
the company to bring the 'salmon fromt the
South coast for the next two years and
meanwhile ascertain whether the fish in our
local waters are worth catching?" To that
he had no reply, and there is no reply tc it.
If we want the fish in Perth waters deve1-
oped, we mast give ithe company an oppor-
tunity to do the work and that is not. be-
ing done at present. Mr. Fernic kild me
thcere was no objection to the company's
bringing up the fish by rail. I said,
"Obviously. The only thing you are con-
erned about is the waste of petrol, seeing

that you are prepared to allow the company
to have fish from the south coa-st proridsd
rail transport is used." He had no power
to stop 'them bringing the fish by rail and
he said something to that effect. He made
it very clear there wa& no objection because.
he knew it was completely impracticable.
He said they could bring the fish by rail
but he knew it was impracticable. He said
he had told this particular individual-this
M'r. Gardiner-two years ago to "go to the
south coast," and not put his factory here
where labour was afvailable.

I1 said to 31r. Yerie, "There is no hostility
about this, but who are you to dictate to a
company as to where it shaji put its fac-
tory? Surely the company knows where the
labour is available and where it is economic-
ally desirable to establish a factory! What

right bave you to dictate to a eompanyt"
His reply was, "I am charged with the task
of carrying out a policy of decentralisa-
tion." He said that, irrespective of the fact
that in this instance it cuts across an es-
tablished industry. I had hoped that it
would have been possible for the House to
decide thi's particular issue tonight. P had
hoped that the Minister for Industrial De-
velopment would have been able to reply.
Unfortunately he is still waiting for further
information and will not be able to speak
on the matter. As a result, this motion will
go to the bottom of the notice paper, and
the cannery will have to close down because
the salmon run has started and the factories
which muscled in-there is no other word for
it-after the Ocean Canning Company had
pioneered the work, are exploiting the sal-
mon run,

Mfr. Graham: Exploiting the fishermen,
too.

Mr. GRAYDEN: -Yes.

Hon. E. Kulsen: There is an answer to
that.

Mr. GRAYDEN:
to it.

There is not an answer

Hon. E. Nulsen: Ye;, there is.

Mr. GRAYDEN: There is not.

Hon. E. Nulsn. You will find out.

Mr. GRAYDEN: The hon. member will
support what is happening because he rep-
resents that particular electorate and
naturally wants the industry ini his area.
There will probably he a lot of support
from Albany, too; but the hon. member will
make a tremendous mistake if he does not
contact his fishermen first, because I have
their written comments and know their
views. I wasq in Albany a few weeks ago,
and even then the fishermen had a meeting
with Mr. Hunt, who has a monopoly of all
these factories, and complained about the
price. What are they going to do when there
is no competition? That is the point. They
are being deprived of the competition. There
are two or three factories down there, but
they are owned by the one man. They are
getting no assistance from tthe Department
of Industrial Development; because I

/brought that point up and the director said,
"The fishermen hav never -been better off in
their lives." The inference 'was that they
could afford to take a lower price.

Hon. A. RI. G. Hlawke: That is not fair.
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lion, E. Nulsen: That is not true.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I think it is fair.

lion. A. R. G. Hawke: The inference is
not.

M1r. GRAYDEN: That is the inference
I obtained.

lion. A. R. G. Hawke: The inference is
mnost unfair. You do not have to bring in
that sort of thing.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I disagree with the
member for Northam, 'because I had the
interview and know what the inference was.
I might be unjust to Mr. Fernie on that
particular point, but I gathered that infer-
ence,

lion. A. R. G. Hawke: That is your in-
ference.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I had hoped the matter
would have been dealt with tonight in order
that this factory might continue. I am go-
ing to request the Government, in view of
the facts, to grant a provisional license to
the company in order that it may carry on
until such time as this issue is settled by
the House. I assure members that I will be
tremendously disappointed if the Govern-
ment is not prepared to do that.

On motion by the Minister for Industrial
Development, debate adjourned.

MOTION-HOUSING.

As to. Sustpensiona of Permits for Busines
Premises.

IM BRADY (Guildford-Mfidland.) [5.35]:
I move-

That owing to the continuous increase in
ttpplivationa for tenancy homes and building
p -rwit; as disclosed by the Minister for lHous-
ipa in ''liansard'' on Thursday, the 23rd June,
:md the failure of the State Housing Commis-
ion substantially to reduce the existing appli-
vatioas, this House considers immediate steps
-hoidd be taken to stop further building per-
mnits being issued to business enterprises until
the present housing crisis has been overtaken.

rn Moring the motion I am actuated by a
ih'sire to obtain some relief for those people
in the metropolitan area, and particularly
in my own district, who are endeavouring to
secure houses and building permits through
the State Housing Commission. The posi-
tion in my electorate is that there are ap-
p~roximately 200 people with a No. 1 prior-
ity for tenancy homes and at the present

rate of supply it will be many years before
they will be able to secure homes. There
are approximately another 200 people who
are desirous of obtaining homes but who,
owing to the fact that they Comprise either
two ar three unit families, have no priority.
The position is becoming very serious;, anti
I feel I would be lacking in my duty as
representative of the district if I did not
bring the matter before the House, with
a view to persuading Parliament and the
Government to realise their responsibilities
in this connection.

I would remind the House that in addi-
tion to the people already homeless, there
are certain movements of population which
will result in conditions none of us would
like to contemplate, unless something is done
very shortly to deal with them. Under the
mig-ration arrangements between the Com-
mon wealth and the State Government ally-
thing up to 2,000 or 3,000 displaced person..
and migrants from the Old Country are
landing in Western Australia each month.
When they arrive here, these displaced Per-
sons and other immigrants are obliged for
a time to accept employment with the Gov-
ernment, which provides accommodation for
them. Alternatively, they are hoied by tine
people who sponsored their admission to
the State. But the time is coming when
they will be released from the obligation to
remain on Government jobs where tempor-
ary homes are allotted them, or when they
will no longer wvant to remain with the
people who nominated them, and they will
be entitled to apply for homes just the
same as do people wh~o were born and reared
in the State.

According to the Minister's figures, there
are about 2-0,000 people seeking houses, and
that position will be aggravated by the in-
flux of 10,000 to 15,000 people in the near
future who will also require accommoda-
tion. The people known as new Austra-
lians, and migrants from the Old Country,
are going to demand homes;, and this will
cause many headaches and heartaches for
all Governments, irrespective of their poli-
tical complexion. In addition to all this,
we have a problem arising from the fact
that marriages arc in the vicinity of 5,000
to 6,000 a year. The marriage rate is in-
creasing considerably and people are being
wed at a rate quicker than that at which
homes are being provided. So the position
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will be considerably aggravated by the lee-
way that will have to be made up in that
respect. Then there are those who have
not long been married and who are going
to bring children into the world.- Whereas
at present they come in tWe category of
two-unit families, in three or four years'
time, if they do their duty by the country,
they will be three and four-unit families.
If there is not such an increase there will 1
he another problem, which all concerned
should realise.

According to the "Quarterly Statistical
Abstract" No. 381-the latest copy is dated
September, 1948-the marriages in 1943
were 4,528, and in 1947 they wvere 5,282, an
increase of approximately 700. I see no-
thing to indicate that there will be a de-
cline in marriages and consequently a less-
ening of the demand for homes by married
people. In 1943 births totalled 10,481, and
in .1947 the figure had risen by 2,500. Here
again, I can see nothing that will tend to
lessen the birthrate. I believe it is now at
one of its lowest ebbs in the history of our
nation. It is about 16 or 17 per. thousand,
whereas in 1895 it was about 40 per
thousand.

If the Government does not do some-
thing about restricting building permits for
business concerns so as to enable us to
catch up the leeway in housing shortages,
it will be a colossal tragedy for this State.
I would like to make reference to a day's
interviews which I had last week in connec-
Eion with the housing problem. The Minis-
ter for Housing will be interested in one

or two of the Wecs because of certainL leg-
islation he has before the House, which is
timely, but unfortunately not timely enough
for certain people. Last week I was inter-
viewed by a man named Kunicic who is a
returned soldier on a 50 per cent. pension.
He thought he was buying his house; but
when he came back from the war, he found
there had been some funny business and that
the house had been sold over his head. Last
week he was faced with an eviction order.
That is bad for a man who has served his

country for four or five years. However,
to aggravate the position of this particulsir
ease the Kunicics, out of the goodness of
their heart and trying to do a charitable
turn for an immigrant family who camre to
this State in the early part of the year,
took this family of five into their home.

Now, when this household is to be evicted,
there will be s even people, five adults and
two children. They are all in the house
and an eviction order has been given
against them.

The immigrant family, too, feel that they
have an argument in favoureof getting a
house. When they came out here and saw
the home they were to occupy with their
nominee they found that the house 'was not
sufficient to accomodate the nominee's
family, and certainly could not Ijeet with
their requirements. This accommodation
had been approved hy a Governijent. official
and because he fell down on his job this
family found, when they came 'to the State,
that they could not possibly live under the
housing conditions of their nominee. Be-
canvie of that the Kunicic family tried to
accommodate the McDonalds in their home
and as a consequence, when the eviction
order was served on them, there were seven
in the home instead of two. Therefore by
the evictions of the Kunicies, two homes will
have to be provided.

That was one case with which I dealt
last week, but before leaving the subject I
want to give the House an idea of how this
is affecting production. The Kunicic family,
knowing that they were to be evicted from
their home, have had their furniture packed
for over a fortnight. When I called at the
house, either last Wednesday or Thursday,
I found that both Mr. McDonald and Mr.
Kunicic were home from work and expect-
ing the bailiff at any time. In addition the
two wives, who are both capable of doing
work, were home. Therefore, due to the
fact that there is a housing shortage and
these people were expecting to be evicted,
they were losing employment and the State
was losing production.

Another family, in the same area at
Bassendean, hip been trying to get a house
for three years. The name is Steele and
they have three children. The house in
which they are living has been sold and in
my opinion it is not fit for human beings
to live in. Despite the fact that I have
made representations on their behalf to the
Housing Commission on a number of
occasions, the Steele family are still living
there with an elderly lady. They are de-
sirous of getting out of the house but the
Housing Commission advises them that it
lhas nothing available. t
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There is another family, named Lynch.
In this particular family there is a young
sop. who is a returned soldier and who
served his. country for three or four years.
He has had ad application before the Hous-
ing Commission and because he has only one
kiddy he has-been told that his priority is
not as good as that of other applicants.
Because of that ho is compelled to live with
his parents in a four-roomed house in
Frederick-street, Midland Junction. In that
house thre are seven adults and they are
sleeping on the back and front verandahs.
Members, op imagine what that must be
like becauise most of us, at this time of the
year, prefer to be inside and away from
the elements.

Last Wednesday I interviewed another
family in connection with housing. The
name of the family is Heuser. The man
is from Katanning and be has been trying
for over three years to get a house in Mid-
land Junction. He has a young family and a
sick wife and he must leave Katanning be-
cause of the health of his wife. He has been
told that his family circumstances are not
such as warrant him obtaining a house in
Midland Junction. He has also been told
that he is comparatively well off in Katan-
ning.

Here is another instance! It is a bad ease
and I interviewed the family last week. It
concerns a young man Darned Thompson
and he is living with his wife and orie child
in a tent in Keamy-street Belmont. This
young fellow is desirous of getting a house
for a two-unit family and I consider that he
should be given one in Midland Jun~sion
as soon as possible. No member needs to
use much imagination to realise how it must
feel to live in a tent, almost in the heart
of the ct, in times like these, particularly
in the cold and wvet weather.

There is alsoa man named Williams who
received an eviction order last week. One-
of hi% son,4 served in the Navy for n num-
ber of years and the man himself is getting
on in age. He has not been able to secure
a house and his file was lost for. some time
in the department. Despite the fact that
his application has been before the Com-
mission for a number oi years it has not
vet been dealt r-ith. Some officers; of the
Housing Commission have even had the
temerity to suggest. to fa -milies such as,
these, tdat they should split up and let the

younger members of the family, who are 21
or 22 years of age, go elsewhere and find
hoard and lodgings, They state that that
would lessen the housing problems of those
families. The Housing Commission staff are
overstepping the mark by making sugges-
tions of that kind. They would better serve
the people of this State if they employed
,ways and means whereby the building in-
dustry could be stimulated and raw materials
produced instead of issuing statements of
that kind.

The next ease is typical of all those I
have mentioned previously and it is one I
think the Minister for Housing might keep
in mind in connection with legislation which
is at present before the House. It concerns
a Mrs. E. O'Brien who lives at 24, West-
road, Bassendean. This lady received the
following letter from the Legal Service
Bureau on the 30th July:-

Dear Madami: The magistrate this morning
made a final order that you give up possession
of your premises to 'Mr. H~aufe on or before
the 13tlh September next. It will, therefore,
be necessary for you to Bund some other accom-
modation beore that date and, if you have
no other prospects, I suggest that you press
your application with the State Housing Comn-
mis~sion as diligently as possible.

Yours faithfully
(Sgd.) -M. H. Killeen.

LEGAL SERVICE BUREAU.
The husband of this lady is a returned
soldier and he is engaged on important work
producing asbestos at Wittenoona Gorge.
This man has fought for bis country and it
is impossible for him to be down here to,
protect the interests of his liamily. This is
the first occasion for many years that this'
family has had a home. During the past
number of years this man has been forced
to work on road hoard jobs in the country
areas-where main roads hare been main-
tained. He has also been on railway con-
struction jobs and other similar work, and
for the first time in his life big famnily has
decent housing accommodation. Now the
family have an eviction order againt
them and they arc to remove themselves
from the premises. This order takes effect
on the 13th September. This is the second
returned soldier who is to be evicted in my
district since the Commonwealth legislation
was declared invalid by the High Court.

These are all eases that I dealt with in
one day. There is another family named
Begovich. The husband is a returned soldier
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*on a 50 per cent. pension. He has a wife
and one of his children suffers with asthma.tThere is also a baby 16 months old and the
Begoviebs are living in the father's home.
The father resides temporarily at Geralditon
but desires to return to his home before re-
tiring f rom the railways so that he may
take advantage of the free transport of his
furniture. In any case the father desires
his own home in. his retired days. The
family is a four-unit one and the husband
has been endeavouring for many years to
get housing accommodation.

All these, e ases are typical of the many
with which I am dealing and which are
represented to me as the member for Gaild-
ford-Midland. I know sho that there are.
many substandard houses in Midland June-
tion, Guildford and Bassendean and they
should have been pulled down many years
ago. Iii fact, some of these houses have
been condemned for as long as six or seven
years, but due to the housing shortage the
local governing bodies have permitted them
temporarily to remain, However, these local
authorities are becoming tired of allowing
these substandard houses to remain because
they have received so many complaints of
ill-health as a result of their use.

In addition to all the other features that
I have mentioned in regard to immigrants,
increased marriages, and increased families,
we have the problem of substandard houses
which must be removed. WChen this happens
it will further aggravate the housing posi-
tion. If my motion is agreed to it will imply
that building permits are to he refused for
the construction of business establishments
until such time as difficult cases are over-
come, and the many applications before the
Mousing, Commission are dealt with.

At this stage I think the House should

he reminded of the figures submitted by the
Minister for Housing for the period ended
the 31st 'May, 1949. The M1inister gava them
to the House in June and he stated that
there were 1,053 outtstanding applications
for State Housing Commission 'homes.
There were ;586 outstanding applications
for MeANess homes and 4,406 for War Ser-
vice homes. There were 11,381 applications
outstanding for Commonwealth-State rental
hor~ses and 4,218 for private permits. That
makes a total of 21,644 outstanding appli-
cations for houses, hut it excludes 1,863 ap-
rlieations for other building,;. In other

words, the number of outstanding applica-
tions befrre the Housing Commission is 2'/a
times greater than it was on the 1st Janu-
ary, 1047. Therefore it is evident that the
housing position is becoming Worse day by
day.

There are also applications for other
classes of buildings which cannot, by any
'stretch of ima gination, be called applica-
tions for new dwellings, They are for the
erection of hotels and guest houses, and
total 83. There are 298 applications for fac-
tories and 42 for, halls, theatres and clubs.
There aire also 159 applications outstanding
for rural industrial establishments, what-
ever they may mean. I presume these are
for establishments which are likely to sup-
ply farming implements and implements.
used in the' rural industry generally. There-
fore, there are approximately 600 outstand-
ing applications for the building of indus-
trial and business premises, apart from hous-
ing applications.

I feel that a number of building premises
that have already been erected in the metro-
politan area could well have been held over
for some years, though eventually they could
have been built. At the moment there can
be seen instances of unnecessary buildingr
operations. I have inspected a number in
the metropolitsn area and in my opinion
their erection could have been l -ong delayed.
For instance, there are garages that haver
been built and that work was surely un-
necessary. In these days, when there is pro-
vision for the garaging of motor vehicles,
those facilities could he availed of without
the necessity for the State Housing Com-
mission issuing permits to contractors to
undertake the erection of small garages and
buildings of that description. One aspect I
want to refer to is that when the represen-
tative of an average family endeavours to
secure a permit for a, home he is told in
many instances that he should hot insist
upon 14 squares. That is the attitude with
regard to buildings requiring anything from
12 to 14 squares.

People are told that if they cut their re-
quirements dlown to six or seven squares
there is -a greater likelihood of the permits
being fortheoming. To some extent I agree
witb that policy, hut the irony of the situa-
tion is that business concerns are subje-Led
to no limit respecting the squares they can
obtain when it comes to the erection of
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commercial and industrial buildings. I have
in mind work like that undertaken by Har-
ris Scarfe & Sandovers, who built a very
fine structure behind their original build-
kng. The new work consisted of several
storeys and necessitated the use of thou-
sands of squares. All sorts of building re-
quirements were put into the structure. At
Bassendean, Westralian Fatmers Ltd., re-
cently put up a building covering anything
from 500 to 700 squares. Right alongside,
the finn of Tutt Bryant & Co. has put up
premises necessitating the use of 400 or 500
squares. Then again, at South Gubildford
Wigmores Ltd. have erected a huge factory
involving the use of 300 or 400 squares.

This indicates 'that the Government and
the State Housing Commission are not fac-
ing up to the situation when they are allow-
kng such buildings to be erected, and families
requiring buildings of six or sqven squares
are not succeeding in having their require-
ments met. Within two minutes' walk of
Parliament H1ouse, I saw this afternoon a
building that has beeU under way for some
months. I understand Mortlock Bros. hope
to have the premises completed within three
mon-ths. It will necessitate the use of many
hundreds of squares. The best of building
material is going into the structure. Pressed
bricks are being used, and as ordinary lime
mortar is not good enough only cement mor-
tar is being put in. The best steel is being
availed of for reinforcing the building, on
which 10 or 15 men are working -at present.
if that sort of thing is allowed to go on*
for another 12 or 18 months, the position
will be such that the Government and al
niemni of Parliament will be thoroughly
ashamed of themselves, particularly if the
misery and -trouble at present experienced.
with regard to the people's housing prob-
lem are peirmitted to continue. The time has
arrived when definite' steps should be taken
by the Government to correct the situation.

This afternooni I was passing through
D3assendean where -I sawv a couple trying to
get a home together. They could not get
supplies of bricks, tiles or even cement tiles
and galvanised iron. They have had to re-
sort to maithoid and sisalkraft for-roof ing
purposes. At the same time, factories are
being built which necessitate the use of
thousands of sheets of asbestos and
thousands of tiles for roofing purposes.

The Minister for Housing: The Housing
Commission has closed down on that class
of building.

Mr. BRADY: I am glad of that. Such
action by the Government is very timely.
I can see something bordering on -revolu-
tion if business firms, are allowed to con-
tinue as they have been in the past. The
whole situation is so obvious, particularly
if we consider the statistics in relation to
this question. They arc' sufficient to indi-
cute that something must be done.

Mr. Graham: I said that years ago, and
little has been done.

Mr. BRADY: I fully appreciate that
efforts have been made before to direct the
Government's attention to the position.
No doubt it was considered that with the
stepping up of production and with the
demand for certain classes of goods, busi-
ness firms should be allowed some latitude
in building operations. Here again I agree
with that policy, but there must be a limit
to it in the interests not only of the people
who want homes but of the State gener-
ally. I am inclined to think, also, that such
a course would be in the interests of biusi-
ness people themselves. In certain -respects,
I believe production has reached its peak.
T think our exports of certain lines have
reached their highest point. If that be so,
there must be a falling off in the output of
some industries so that the necessity for
the construction of large factories will not
continue.

When money is plentiful, business is
brisk and the export trade flourishing, all
sorts of companies spring up. People look
for investments and anything that tends to
Promise a decent return is supported an4
fostered. To my mind that is rather dan-
gerous, and it will have serious repercus-
sions if permitted to continue. I believe
that the existing businesses and firms will
be in a position to cope with all require-
ments for many years to come, so that there
is no necessity for the Government to per-
mit a continuance of what has been hap-
pening during the last three or four years.
I have been looking up some statistics re-

grding building operations over the last
two or three years. According to the in-
formation in 'Statistieal Abstract" No. 1331,
buildings that have byeen erected in regent
times, apart from dwelling houses, have
cost in the vicinity of £450,000. That will
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indicate what a number of homes could
'have been built if there were a cessation
of the erection of business premises.

An expenditure of £45,000 would enable
the Government to build another 460 homes.
If that were continued for several years,
it would go a long way towards making up
the lee-way in house construction. I esti-
mate that the money would provide for
450 homes by assuming that the average cost
of a dwelling today would be £1,000. The
statistics I have quoted relate to the period
to the 30th September last. I believe that
the quantity of material used in those busi-
ness premises could have been better em-
ployed in providing homes for desperate
people, including not only our local. appliJ
cant;, migrants and displaced persons but
children who were recently born and
even those not yet born. In order to serve
their need;, the, Government could well
undertake the building of those 450 homes,
and the erection of business premises could
be left in abeyance for the time being.

Every member of this House knows that
for a long time~firms in the metropolitan
area have been renovating their premises
and effecting improvements, both internally
and externally. In fact, the whole face of
some premises has been changed. Extra
storeys have been added, and the internal
arrangements have been completely altered.
At the same time, we know that business
premises in the city have every appearance
of not being properly or adequately used.
One has only to inspect shops in Hlay and
Murray-streets to appreciate that many of
the firms are carrying minimum quantities
of stocks. I certainly believe that if the
Government closes down on the erection of
business premises for a period, no great
harm will ensue. If that policy were
adopted, what would happen would be that
much of the busintess normally done in the
city would he driven to the suburbs. That
would advantage the suburban shopkeepers

-and I have not the slightest doubt that many
of them would be glad of the extra trade.
They could certainly cope with it for they
have ample storage room.

I know of business premises in Bassen-
dean that could cope with three times the
present turnover and could easily carry
much greater stocks.' Furthermore, any
such commercial trend -would tend to over-
come the congestion in the city. I trust

the motion will receive favourable sdpport,
particularly from members sitting on the
Opposition side of the House, because the
workers are looking to Labour members to,
protect them in the crisis of today. The
only way I consider that can be done
straight away is to shut down on permits
for the erection of business premises.

On motion by the Minister for Housing,
debate adjourned.

Sitting suspended from'6.15 to 7.30 p~.m.

MOTION-STATE ARBITRATION
COURT.

As to Declaring Basic Wage.

Debate resumed from the 6th July on the
following motion by Mr. Hegney:

That in the opinion of this House Section
123 of1 the Industrial Arbitration Act, 19 12-
1948, should, in all the circumstances, be
amended to enable the Court to declare a basic:
wage to take effect forthwith, after due in-
quir , in the event of the Commonwealth Arbi-
tration Court increasing the Commonwealth
basic wage before the 1st July, 1950.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon. A-
V. IR. Abbott-North Perth) 1[7.301 : As the
member for Pilbara has stated, and as I
would like to ref resfi the memory of the
House, the Industrial. Arbitration Act pro-
vides that the basic wage must be declared
each year and that the declaration is to be
implemented on the 1st day of July in each
year. This is of vast importance tp every
worker in the State, because the declaration
affects not only those on the basic wage but,

under the provisions of the Act, it also
affects every industrial award. Considera-
tion was given to the basic wage in May of
this year. At that time it was well known
that a comprehensive inquiry into a basic
wage for Australia was about to be under-
taken by the Federal Arbitration Court. It
was anticipated that the results of that in-
quiry would not be known until the begin-
ning of the New Year.

Mr. President Dunphy expressed the
opinion that it would not be wise for hini to
enter upon a comprehensive inquiry almost
at the same time as this was being done, on
an Australia-wide basis, by the Federal
Arbitration Court. Re expressed this
o pinion to the parties who were appearing
before the State Arbitration Court on the
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inquiry I have mentioned, and suggested
that his inquiry should not be comaprehen-
sive so far as concerned the basic wage
which had to be declared before the 1st July
of this year. His suggestion was accepted
unconditionally by all parties with the excep-
0jon of those representing the Western Aus-
tralian industrial unions, who pointed out
that some hardship might be caused if this
procedure were followed, for the reason that
under our Industrial Arbitration Act the
result of any comprehensive inquiry into the
basic wage after. the 1st July of this year
could not be implemented until the 1st July
of next year.

This position was fully appreciated by the
President, who approached the Government
and pointed out the difficulty in which he
was placed owing~to the existing provisions
of the Industrial Arbitration Act. He In-
formed the Goveinnient that he felt it would
be an injustice if he did not inquire into !he
-matter in the way desired by the industrial
unions and, as a restult, the court was not
able to implement any increase in the basic
wage until the lst July next year. He asked
the Government what its attitude would be
should he forbear to hold such a comprehen-
sive inquiry and the Federal Arbitration
Court increased the basic wage to a higher
level than that existing at the time in the
State. The Government informed him that
it would not desire to take advantage of the
existing. law if by so doing an injustice
would be done to State employees. The
OGovernment further said that it considered
it would be doing injustice to State
employees if it were not possible to imple-
ment any advantage the workers might get
by an increase in the Federal basic wage.

The Government gave Mr. . President
D3onpby an assurance that if any injustice
were done to government employees by the
state Arbitration Court because it could not
implement any increase that might be
.awarded to the workers as a result of the
Federal inquiry, it would remedy the in-
justice. I understand that an approach was
-made by Mr. President Duphy to the
Employers' Federation. Of course, I am
not in a position to know what assurance the
Employers' Federation gave him; but, as a
result of the assurances he did get both fromn

the Government and the Employers' Federa-
tion, he decided not to hold a comprehensive
inquiry for implementation on the 1st July
of this year. That is the position today.

The member for Pilbara has rightly
pointed out that in spite of assurances that
might have been given by the Government
and by the Employers' Federation, there
was a number of workers who were employed
neither by the Government nor in any in-
dustry affiliated with the Employers' Federa-
tion, -and that injustice might be done in
that respect. The Government considers
that is a position that should not be allowed
to remain. So far as the essence of the
'hon. miember's mbtion is concerned, I
have no objection and I do not intend to
oppose it.

Question put and passed: the motion
agreed to.

MOTION-MINES REGULATION AOT.

To Disallowo Certain Underground and
.Diseases Regniaions.

Debate resumed from the 6th July on the
following motion by Mr. Marshall:

That Regulations Nos. 17,2, 173, 179, 182,
184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 192, (of
Part X); and No. 232 (of Part XIV)) made
under the 'Minecs Regulation Act, 1946, as pub-
lishied in "Government Gazette'' on the 4th
April, 1949, and laid upon the Table of the
House on the 15th June, 1949, be, and are
hereby disallowed.

THE MINISTER FOIL HOUSING (lion.
* R. lR. McDonald-West Perth) [7.40] : The
member for Murehison has moved this mo-
tion with the intention of disallowing cur-
tain regulations under the Mines Regula-
tion Act, 1906. The regulations which are
the subject of his motion refer to two dif-
fering matters. The first set of regulations
which he see"' to disallow refers to the em-
ployment of underground diesel engines or
locomotives in mines. The other regulation
to which he objects refers to miners who
may be suffering, or be likely to suffer,
front what are known as miners' diseases,
such as miner's phthisis and silicosis. I
propose to deal first with the regulations re-
lating to the employment of underground
locomotives. I fully appreciate the hon.
member's solicitude for the health of minqrs.
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I entirely agree that every possible pre-
caution should be taken to ensure that those
men work under conditions which are not
likely to affect their health. As far as that
is concerned, the Government is entirely in
agreement with the views of the member for
Murchison and I think I can show that, in
the regulations 'regarding underground
locomotives, every precaution is to be taken
to ensure that there, shall be no deleterious
effect. on the health of miners front the em-
ployment of 'machines of that kind. The

real question is whether there is any reason-
able apprehension of ill effects to miners
from the employment of diesel lovouuotivts
underground. I think the evidence is that
there is no reason to fear any such ill ef-
fects and I hope to show, to the satisfac-
tion of the hon. member, that there are
reasons why these regulations should be
supported in the interests of the goldmin-
ing industry. I hope to illustrate that, if
these regulations were disallowed, as the
motion proposes, the effect would be to pre-
judier the industry and the men engaged
in it.

The first regulation that the hon. member
seeks to disallow is No. 172, made under
the Mines Regulation Act of 1906. It
-states-

No locomotives powered by internal eom-
bustion engines shall be installed underground
without express permission from the Minister.
The regulation that is sought to be disal-
lowed is practically identical with general
iutle No. 50 of R~egulation' 4, made under
this Act, which has been in operation since
the inception of the legislation. In ether
words, Regulation 172, the disallowance of
which is now sought, is practically identical
with the regulation that has operated under
the Act for something more than 40 years.
'This regulation prohibits the use of internal
-combustion engines underground unless by
written permission of the Minister. *It was
introduced to prevent the use of petrol,
kerosene or gas-driven engines under-
ground, engines the exhausts of which
might contain lethal quantities of carbon
-monoxide gas which, in sufficient concentra-
tions, is of a poisonous nature.

The very fact that provision was made
-some 40 years ago-ina this re gulation-for
-the installation of such engines by permis-
sion of the Minister, indicates that even in
those days there was seen the possibility
that at some later date modemn engineering

might devise an internal combustion engine
that could safely he used underground
under proper conditions. If Regulation 172
were to be disallowed then' would be no-
thing to prevent the -use of internal com-
bustion engines underground in mines. The
regulation prohibits the use of such en-
gines underground unless bY p~rmission of
the Minister for Mfines. If we disallow it
there is nothing to prevent such engines
being used underground. I. therefore sub-
mit it would not he desirable to disallow the
regulation and open the door to the use
underground of internal combustion engines
which, if the other regulations were also
disallowed, could be so used without any
proper precautions being enforced in re-
spect of their use.I

The regulations that are the subject of
this motion and that follow Regulation 172
lay down the rigid conditions under which
loco motives powered by internal combustion
engines may be used underground in mines.
I will refer to the headings of those regu-
lations that are the subject of the motion.
The locality of the use 'of such locomotives
must be specified by the inspector. There
must he a weekly examination of each loco-
motive. There are limitations~ provided as
to the maximum load and speed of any
such locomotive. The exhaust has to be
fitted w.ith a proper trap to ensure the nont-
escape of any, gases that might be dele-
terious to health. There must be through
ventilation of the roads underground in
which these locomotives run. The engine
is not permitted to be left running whilst
stationary.

At intervals of not more than every three
months a sample must be taken of the ex-
haust gas from the engine of the locomotive.
The oil that is to be used as fuel in the
locomotive must conform to certain
standards to ensure the minimum escape of
gas that might be obnoxious. The regula-
tions go on to deal with the filling stations
at which the locomotives are re-fuelled.
They deal with the flooxing and ventilation
of filling stations and the prohibiting of the
use of naked lights in the vicinity of filling
stations. Modern mining practice has tend-
ed for some years past towards the use of
diesel locomotives underground and inten-
sive research, including analyses of exhaust
gases, has proved conclusively that their
'use, properly controlled, is productive of no
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harmful effects. In fact, the amount of
noxious gas emitted from these locomotives
operating under proper conditions, or even
under Poor conditions, is infinitesimal when
compared with the gas produced by the
common practice of blasting in mines.

Mr. Triat: Who gave you that informa-
tionI

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
information was supplied to me by the De-
partment of Mines. Regulations for the
use of diesel locomotives underground have
been introduced into the mining laws of
Great Britain, the U.S.A., Belgium, Germany
and other countries. Regulations 173, 179,
182, 184, 185,-186, 187, 188, 189 and 192,
which are the subject of.-this motion, were
taken directly .from the British Coal Mines
Regulation Act of 1911, after an exhaustive
study of literature connected with this
matter, 'and they deal with the safety pro-
visions controlling the use of diesel loco-
motives underground, in the way that I
have just described. It is considered that
the introduction of diesel locomotives, where
approved-and that means subject to the
very stringent conditions laid down by the
retlulations--will not cause pollution of the
mine atmosphere but will, on the other hand
tend to improve the ventilation conditions
in mines.

In other words, where diesel locomotives
are allowed to be introduced, the ventila-
tion .conditions will be better than those
normally found in mines. The reason for
that is Aimply that although the regulations
lay down certain standards for the ventila-
tion of mines in the ordinary way, diesel
locomotives can be used underground only
under much more stringent regulations with
regard to ventilation. The result, I am ad-
vised, is that when diesel locomotives are
permitted to be run underground the mine
concerned must conform to ventilation
standards that will ensure a greater purity
of air than would be the case where the
diesel locomotive regulations did not apply.
The introduction of these regulations was
recommended by a c ommittee consisting of
technical officers of the Mines Department,
technical members of the Kalgoorlie Cham-
ber of Mines, and representatives of the
mining division of the Australian Workers'
Union. It is considered that their introduc-
tion is a stop in the direction of bringing
our mining legislation into line with mod-
ern mining practice.

Reference was made to the use of diesel
locomotives underground by the Australian
Blue Asbestos Company at Wittonoom
Gorge. Samples of air containing exhaust
gases from the locomotive in the mine at
Wittenoom Gorge did not, on analysis by
the bovernment Chemical Laboratory, re-
veal any measurable vitiation of mine
atmosphere by the products of combustion
of diesel locomotive fuel. I think it was
suggested by the member for Murchison
that the Blue Asbestos Company intended
or might decide to discontinue the use
underground of its diesel locomotive. The
manager of the company has advised that
it is intended to discontinue the use of the
locomotive at present in service as soon as
a more modemn machine of the same type
can be obtained to replace it. The manager
of the mine at Wittenoom Gorge was pre-
viously in charge of large collieries in Eng-
land where diesel locomotives are used
underground. He vouches for their safety
and says their prime cost is one-half and
their operating cost one-quarter of that of
the battery-operated locomotive. He also
says that the operition of the diesel loco-
motive is considerably more trouble-free
than that of the electric battery-operated
type.

I think it can be said that the position
in the goldmining industry as to ventilation
is incomparably better than it was 25 years
ago. This is due to the introduction and
the enforcement of regulations by the Mines
Department and the cooperation of the
Chamber of Mines and the Australian Work-
ers' U~nion. I think it can be said nowadays
that no moderni mirle manager wishes to
work his mine under unhygienie conditions,
and the majority of the big mines Ifave ap-
pointed ventilation officers whose duty it is
to examine and report on all matters con-
nected with ventilation. In addition, as
members from the Goldield areas know, the
Mines Department itself has special officers
appointed to watch ventilation matters only
in addition to the district inspectors of
mines, who also keep a close watch on this
Particular phase, of mining safety. I think,
in the course of his speeth, the member for
Murchison has said that the introduction of
diesel locomotives underground was well
guarded by the regulations which have been
made, but he expressed an apprehension that
those regulations might not be properly
policed. I do not think there is any reason
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for that misapprehension. We have every
reason to believe that the inspector and offi-
cers of the department, the mines them-
selves and all the mining unions will keep
a very close scrutiny on the conditions to
ensure that these regulations are properly
observed.I

Once we accept the principle that the
safety of miners is adequately protected by
the nature of the regulat4ons, if observed,
then I think we remove the grounds for
any apprehension of the kind expressed by
the member for Murchison because, quite
apart from diesel locomotives used under-
ground, there are many operations in mines
-which, if not safeguarded by adequate regu-
lations and restrictions, would he dangerous
to the men emplbyed in them. There are
winding machines; there are blasting opera-
tions; there are various installations used
in mines, mechanical and otherwise. There
is a wide variety of appliances of all descrip-
tions which are the ordinary and necessary
part of the working of a mine in respect
,of which regulations are made to ensure the
safe~ty of the men and, in the absence of
those regulations or their proper observance,
might be a source of some danger or ill
effect to the miners. But we do not discard
the use of all those necessary mechanical
appliances just because there might be a
possibility that the regulations which govern
them might not be properly observed. We
icly upon thecobservanee of the regulations,
we rely upon the proper officers who see
they are observed and we hand in practice,
I think I can say, that, with all those ap-
pliances of so many descriptions which are
'features of the working of our mines in
these mechanical days, those regulations aro
in fact observed and are being observed and
those appliances do not have any deleterious
-or dangerous influence on the men.

Mr. Marshall: We have a good and om-
cient instrument in lieu of these locomotives
without the dangers to which you have re-
ferred. You have not justified the use of
diesel engines. That is the point.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I will
-come to that because the point is contained
in my notes. The suggestion made by the
hon. member was that diesel locomotives
-underground had nothing to commend them.
He suggested that the old electric battery
type of locomotive which had been relied
upon in the past was all that need be utilised.

In effect he said, "Why introduce any new
type of traction underground Why not be
content with the old type of traction which
we have had for so many years?'

Mr. Trial: He said, "A new dangerous
type."

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: When
it comes to danger, I have, I think, shown
on authentic evidence and the experience
in practice of many other countries that no
danger need he feared at all and I think that
evidence is conclusive.

Mr. Triat: We will bring forward evi-
dence to show it is not conclusive.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
pass now to the remark made by the mem-
ber for Murchison when be said, "Why pro-
gress?' What was good enough for our fore-
fathers is good enough for us." I hope
to show that there are reasons, in the in-
terests of the mining industry and the men
themselves who are employed in the mines,
why modern practices should he allowed to
be introduced. I do not need to remind
the member for Murchison, because I know
be has been vocal on that point on prior
occasions, that the goldmining industry in
this State is passing through n period of
extreme difficulty. Nor do I need to repeat
nt any length the well-known faet that that
difficulty is due to a fixed price for gold
and steadily rising cost of production. Nor.
do I need to emphasise that some mines are
in such a parlous financial state that they
have had to be assisted by the Commonwealth
Government.

It is also well-known that unless some
solution can he found between rising costs
and a fixed price for gold the mining in-
dustryv may be reduced in volume. Some
mines niaf close down, the proper long-term
practice of mining wonild lie prejudicially
affected and when that happens then employ-
ment in the mining industry is reduced, and
when employment is reduced there are reac-
tions not only to the whole State but in par-
ticular tor mining communities and all the
townspeople; the business people who are
parts of those communities. So when we
look, in the first place, at the safety or
health element of these regulations with
which I hare dealt, and when we turn then
to the economic aspect, we find that there
are very important reasons why our minds
should march with the times and we should
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adopt modern mining practices -when those
methods are free from any objection as far
as the health of the miners is concerned.

The fact is I am advised that the cost of
installation of a diesel locomotive for under-
ground use is about one-half of the cost of
the electric battery type of locomotive, and
the running costs are approximately from
one-fifth to one-fourth of those of a battery
locomotive. So if we are to assist the mining
industry, if we are to give the mines a
chance to'meet their present difficulties, if
we are to maintain employment there as
well as the economic position of mining
towns, then the Mines Department would
he sadly wanting if by obsolete regulations
it shut out modern mining practices which
would save costs without incurring any dan-
ger to miners and give these mines a chance
of continuing their operations by a reduc-
lion of their costs.

Mr. Marshall: So you put costs before the
health of the meni

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: No, if
the hon. member will allow me to say, I
started on health first. I have never put
health before costs; I would sooner close the
mines down straight away if it became a
matter of health. If members have noticed,
when my -remarks commenced I opened on
the note,of health -which is the most import-
ent thing and it is only on the experience
of so many other countries of the world and
the States of Queensland and New South
W\ales in our own continent that we find
that health was not influenced or endangered
that I then proceeded to deal with the eco-
nnmw -aspect of this type of locomotive.
Allow me, 'Mr. Speaker, to read a letter
from the Stole 'Mining Engineer of Queens-
land, Mr. 1. W. M1orley, written from Bris-
bane and dated the 11th July, 1040. When
the member for Murchison moved this
motion, the Mines Department communicated
with the Queen-lond Department of 'Mines
to find out what its views were on this parti-
cular matter. This letter is in reply and I
will read it. The Queensland M1ining
Engineer under the heading of "Diesel Loco-
miotivvs U nderground" says-

I have to acknowledge receipt of your wire
concerning this miatter, and I enclose here-with
coliv of the telegram I seat you this morning.
As I have advised you, we have no Diesel loco-
motives underground in Queensland, hut have

Diesel trucks at Mt. Morgan -where they have
now been operating over four years without
any trouble whatsoever.

I have previously advised other inquirers
that I would have no hesitation in recommend-
ing the adoption of diesel locomotives under-
ground in Queensland mines under similar
conditions, and the Chief Insgpector of Coal
Mines informs me that hie intends to approve
the introduction of diesel locomotives in Queens-
land under similar conditions.

Since 'Mr. Redmond's article in 1905, the
use of diesel lorries at Mount Morgan has ex-
tended, and there is now no restriction on their
use throughout the mine subject to the usual
conditions applicable to the mine. A copy of
such general conditions is attached.

I have just received your letter of the 8th
instant and now appreciate the reason of your
urgenrt inquiry. I trust that my advices were
in time for you, and give you a sufficiently
strong case. I will be interested to hear the
outcome in due course.

So I may summarise the position by say-
ing that, if the hon. member succeeds in
securing the disallowance of Regulation 172,
it will open the door to the use of internal
combustion engines underground in mines
without any. restriction at all. Should he
succeed in securing the disallowance of the
other regulations, he would be doing away
with regulati6ns that are designed to per-
mit an advance in modern mining practice
which has been endorsed in so many other
countries, which is free from danger to
miners and which could have an important
effect in the lowering of costs and thus
as sisting the financial position of the gold-
mining industry in this State.

I pass now to the second part of the
motion which relates to miner's phthisis
and which seeks to disallow Regulation 252.
This regulation forms port ion of Part XIV
of the regulations under the Act and deals
with occupational diseases. The whole of
Part XIV, which includes Regulation 252,
wvas drafted -with the advice of a special
sub-committee consisting of representa-
tives of the 'Mines Department, the State
Insurance Office, the Mine Workers' Re-
lief Fund, the Commonwealth Laboratory,
the Chamber of 'Mines and the Australian
Workers' Union. M.Ny information is that
all the members of the sub-committee were
men who had continuous dealings with re-
gulations concerning occupational diseases
and their combined opinion is authoritative.
I am advised that they reached complete
agreement with regard to Regulation 252.
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The hon. member, in challenging the re-
gulation, said it was not, necessary. The
regulation requires that when a man seeks
to work again in the mines, he being one
who had previously worked there but had
been absent for some years from the indus-
try, he must obtain from the proper authori-
ties dealing with occupational diseases a
certificate of re-admission. As I under-
stand the matter, Regulation 262 is in sub-
stance similar to the prior regulation deal-
ing with the same matter. Certificates of
re-admission, in these circumstances have
lbeen required for very many years.

Mr. Marshal!: But we have records of
*the health of the miners taken over 25

years.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
hon. member asks why we should provide
for a certificate of re-admission.

Mr. Mirshall: No, why have this regu-
lation?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
regulation provides for a certificate of re-
admission.

Mr. Marshal!: We have records of the
examination of every man and his condi-
tion wvhen he goes out and when he comes
back.

Thle M1INISTER1 FOR HOUSING: The
regulation provides for a certificate of re-
admission when a man re-enters the indus-
try and the hon. member seeks to wipe out
the regulation, Therefore he seeks to wipe
out the necessity for a certificate of re-
admission, saying that such a certificate is
unnecessary because the records at the Kal-
goorlie Laboratory contain particulars of
the health of the miners over the last 25
years. Therefore he says in effect, "Why
bother to have a certificate of re-admission?"
I might answer with equal cause, ''Why
bother to abolish it?'' After all, when we
are dealing ivith the health of miners and
when we seek to ensure that a man who
having once been in the industry and hav-
ing left it for some years and desires to re-
turn, shall return in a physical condition
go that he might engage in the industry
without danger to his health, I say for
heaven's sake let us have this additional
precaution. After all, a certificate o:E re-
admission for a man who has been away
from the industry for some years is an ad-
ditional safeguard that he may re-enter the

*industry without danger to his health.

Mr. Marshall: When he gets the certifi-
cate.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Yes.
'Mr. Marshall: He could get that without

the regulation.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: On
the advice tendered to me-I do not pre-
tend to have a knowledge of the mining in-
dustry equal to that of the'hen, member-
a certificate- of re-admission.is a desirable
safeguard and, when I saty that, I a
speaking with the authority of the sub-
committee consisting of representatives of
the Mines Department, the State Insurance
Office, the Mine Workers' Relief Fund, the
Commonwealth Laboratory, the Chamber of
Mines ajd the A.W.U., all of them men
with long experience in dealing with the
regulations governing occupational diseases.

Under the Qld regulation, a man might
receive compensation for an occupational
disease, then return to the industry, again
contract one of these occupational diseases
and secure compensation a second time.

Mr. Marshall: He could not do that. The
Workers' Compensation Act was amended
long ago to prevent it.

The MINISTER lOR HOUSING:
That does not coincide with the advice
given to me.

Ay.Marshall: Your advisers are alto-
gether wrong.

The MINISTER FOR HoTJSTN4:
They are men of considerable authority.

Mr. Marshall: Ask the manager of the
State Insurance Office and see what he
says. .

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: He
is amongst the advisers I have mentioned.
It- is not in the interests of the fund, which
has been provided to protect the miners,
that a man should make two claims on the
fund and thereby deplete it, and it is not
in the interests of the miner that he should
ever he exposed to such conditions as
would lend to his contracting the disease
againL after having once received compen-
sation from the fund.

The hon. member referred to the consoli-
dation of the legislation dealing with occu-
pational diseases incurred in mines. On
that I am entirely in agreement with him.
This matter has already received the con-
sideration of the Government, a committee
has been appointed and steps have been
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taken with a view to consolidating all Ahe
different Acts in one measure. The regu-
lations now under discussion have been so
drawn that the latter part dealing with oc-
cupational, diseases may be lifted out in due
course without disturbing the rest tif the
regulations as soon as the consolidated
measure dealing with miners' diseases has
been passed. The bon. member was quite
right in urging the desirableness of con-
solidating such legislation.

On Regulation 252, which is being at-
tacked because a re-admission certificate is
required whereas the hon. member says it
is not necessary, I would say to the House
that even though this should be a little
extra formality for the miner, by all means
let us keep it if it is going to be an addi-
tional safeguard to his health. The fact
that it is desirable is shown very strongly
indeed from the circumstance that it has
been framed by the most experienced and
authoritative committee that could be as-
senmbled in the State to deal with regula-
tions of the sort. That is the position with
regard to the matters referred to in the
hon. member's motion, and I would hope
that, while I share with the hon. member
his desire that nothing shall be done which
might endanger the health of men work-
ing in the mines, members will give con-
sideration to the facts. No justification
exists for putting the clock back and re-

jeeting regulations which can be imple-
mnted without danger and can result in
an appreciable assistance to modern prac-
tices in an industry which needs all the
.help we can give it. I therefore suggest,
Mr. Speaker, that the motion should not
be endorsed by the House.

MR. TRIAT (Mt. Magnet) [8.29]: It is al-
ways, difficult to follow a speaker who puts
up an argument as the Minister for Hens-
ing does. He certainly has the best of
authorities to draw upon for his opinions
and he always submits to the House what
sounds correct to people who are not really
conversant with the facts. I have listened
to him on this occasion very carefully and,
had I not been connected with the mining
industry, I would have been convinced in
my mind that the Mipister onothis occa-
sion was right and the member for Murchi-
son wrong, especially as' the Minister
quoted a letter from the State Mining En-
gineer of Queensland which definitely

stated that Queensland was utilising lieseI
trucks in its mining operations. That ja the
most misleading letter I have ever eard
read from one man in authority to another
man in authority. Queensland has not used
diesel engines or diesel trucks underground.
It uses them in open-cuts.

The Minister for Housing: I have read
the letter exactly as I got it.

Mr. TRIAT: Yes, but the Minister knows
that Queensland has big open-cut coalmines
which are not more than 50 or 60 feet be-
low the surface in a space covering many
acres open to the atmosphere. That is notv
underground, although in Western Austra-
lia we argue that any opening beneath the
earth's surface deep enough to cover a
man's head is underground so far as the
worker is concerned. In Queensland, how-
ever, a man might go for two or three hun-
dred feet in an open-cut and not be con-
sidered to be working underground. Nor
does Queensland use diesel engines; it uses
big 10-ton trucks which are not employed
underground in a mine in an aperture four,
six or seven feet high. Therefore, the posi-
tion as represented by the State Mining
Engineer in Queensland is misleading when
applied to Western Australian conditions.

Mr. Ifarshall: Let him go 4,000 feet down
the Great Boulder mine and see how much
air he gets there!1

-Mr. ThIAT: -The Minister was con-
cerned about the health of the miners. I
sincerely believe he is, because he is a
humane man; but there is no doubt that,
according to what was submitted to the
.Minister by a leading man in the industry
in Western Australia, costs have got out
of hand today. Therefore, in addition to
the health of the miner, we have to give
consideration to the costs of mining. If
an occasion arose when the costs had to
be considered before the health of the
miners, and the miners were to lye sacri-
ficed, then the mines should be closed down.
The mines are not worth men's lives. Men
are too valuable to sacrifice their lives or
lose their health for the production of
wealth.

Mr. Marshall: Too many have gone to
an early grave already.

Mr. TRIAT; Great sacrifices were made
in the early days of mining in Western
Australia, especially in the Great Fingal
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mine before it was known that miners were
losing their lives by inhaling dust. Too many.
of those miners died in their early thirties;
after four years' work underground some
of them died through inhaling dust. We
do not want to go back to those conditions.
The Minister also said that Regulation 172
controlled the use of internal combustion
engines underground and I believe he had
:some justification for that st atement. But
if there were no regulation prohibiting the
use of such engines uaderground-and there
is none apart from Regulation 1 7 2-an
attempt would probably be made to use
them in a mine by some unscrupulous
manager who wanted to evade the Act.

The Minister says that the protection is
the written permission of the Minister for
Mines. If it were desired to use such a
machine in a mine at Nullagine, I presume
the Minister for Mines, Hon. H. S. W. Par-
ker, would leave Perth for Nullagine, make
a thorough examination of the mine and of
the place where it was intended to work
the engine, and then, if satisfied, give writ-
ten permission to the mine manager to use
the machine. That is what onu would gather
from what the Minister who represents the
Minister for Mines in this House said. In
actual fact, what happens is that the Minis-
ter for Mines receives an application from
someone in Nullagine who wants to use a
diesel truck underground in a mine. The
Minister does not go to Nullagine to make
an examination; he delegates his power to
some 'person who makes the examination.
That person may be anybody appointed to
the position for the time being to represent
the Minister for Mines, and might not have
the slightest knowledge of underground
working or of the effect of noxious fumes
emanating from inte'nal combustion en-gines. It would be on that person's re-
commendation that the Minister for Mines,
who has never left the metropolitan area,
would give the manager of the mine per-
mission to utilise the machine underground.

Do members consider that is right?
Where does this theory of the Minister's
special permission come in? The Minister's
permission is merely given on a recom-
mendation made by some person. The Min-
ister does not make a personal examination.
He would not do so in any case, because
be has no personal knowledge of -mining;
nor would he select a high class engineer to

advise him on whether these machines work-
ing underground would be deleterious to the
health of the men. The Minister also made
a vague itatemeut about carbon monoxide,
but does he know what quantity would kill
a person? He spoke of certain quantities.

The Minister for Housing: The ventila-
tion and such matters. are specified in the
regulations.

Mr. TRIAT: There is a lot about ventila-
tion, but what do the regulations say about
carbon dioxide? Carbon monoxide is more
deadly than carbon dioxide. We all hnow
that if we enter a motorcar in a closed
garage with the engine running we are
liable to die from the inhalation of a small
quantity of carbon monoxide, which is the
most deadly of gases. It is fumeless and
invisible.

The Minister for Housing: Carbon mon-
oxide is dealt with in Regulation 178--five
parts in a thousand.

Mr. TRIAT: The Minister mentioned
sufficient quantities. A very small quantity
of carbon monoxide is enough to kill a per-
son.

The Minister for Housing: That quantity
would not be fatal. There must not be
more than five parts in a thousand.

Mr. TRIAT: Would six parts be fatal?

The Minister for Housing: No.

Mr. TRIAT: Seven parts?

The Minister for Housing: I could not
say what the quantity is.

Mr. TRIAT: Then my guess is as good
as the Minister's; five parts in a thousand
would not do harm to anyone.

Mr. Bovell: You do not go out suddenly
with carbon monoxide..

Mr. TRIAT: I think so.

Mr. Bovell: You fade away!

Mr. TRIAT: Like old soldiers!

Mr. SPEAKER: Order!

Mr. TRIAT: I do not want any Worker
to fade away undergrqiind. I want him to
remain normal. He should not be made to
fade away merely for the purpose of earn-
ing a few more pounds for speculators in
mining. A weekly examination of loco-
motives has to be made, but who is going
to make this weekly examination in isolated
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places? It might be made in Kalgoorlie in diesel engine was 'turned on, if the sub-
one wine. One inspector could not inspect
more than one mine at Kalgoorlie in a week,
and there are only four inspectors, for the
whole of the Kalgoorlie district,' including
Norseman. How could the examinations be
made weekly? It would he totally impos-
sible to do so.

Mr. Marshall: This is all theoretical.

Mr. TIIIAT: Of course it is. The Minis-
ter got his information from officers. A
monthly inspection is not made of the mines
at Kalgoorlie, let alone .a weekly inspection.
A weekly inspection cannot be made unless
we have 50 or 00 inspectors. The depart-
ment says there is no danger from fumes.
I asked the Minister who told him that and
he said the department had done so. Un-
fortunately, I am not an expert in internal
combustion engines or diesel engines; but
I have met many people who came baack
from the war and who said they had had
a lot of experience of them, especially in
under-water craft; and recently, in the
lihm~ry of this House, I saw a picture of n
wonderful invention produced during the
last war by the Germans. The English call
it a snortle. I presume members have read
the account.

The Americans have been able to pro-
vide their latest submarines with this device
which will permit a diesel-powered sub-
marine to continue under water for
a long period. The submarines do not
have to come to the surface now to
recharge their batteries. During the re-
cent war British submarines were com-
pelled, when they exhausted their bat-
teries under water, to come to the surface
to recharge them by means of diesel enones.
For what reason? They took the risk of
bringing a valuable machine above the sur-
face in the face of danger to recharge it
because they could not recharge it under
water in the contaminated atmosphere, since
the diesel engines would in those circum-
stances kill the men.

Mr. Styants: They used up the oxygen.

Mr. TRIAT: Of course! Yet the Minis-
ter told us that the M3ines Department said
that diesel fumes create no danger and are
not detrimental to a man's health. I am not
an expert. I know nothing about diesel
engines, bat I do know that a submarine
was definitely a death-trap. The moment a

marine was not on the surface-until the ad-
vent of the new device which was invented
by the Germans and is now utiLised by the
Americans and the Russians-it was a source
of danger. Yet the Mines Department has
the audacity to tell this House that a mach-
ine driven by diesel fuel has no detrimental
effect on the health of the men. I would need
a better authority than the Mines Department
to convince me; and I hope members of this
House will not be convinced by any state-
ment from any officer who has no better
knowledge of poisonous gases than to state
that it is perfectly safe to operate a diesel
engine in a confined space.

The Minister said that in modern mining
the ventilation conditions and sanitation and
hygiene are so good that there is no dancer.
I do not know how far he goes back when
he talks about modern mining. I can go
back to 1930, which is not long ago. In
that year a modern mine was started with
American and English capital, called the
Wiluna Gold Mine. They started from the
surface and took over no old workings.
Thcy put a brand new mine shaf 't down
from the surface capable of lifting 60 men
every time the cage was pulled up. Ten
tons of ore were raised from the bottom
within a few minutes. Everything was
automatic and up-to-date and this was the
most modern mine in Western Australia
until it closed down. -Since then the Big
Bell has come into operation; hut Big Bell
consisted mostly of open-cuts on the sur-
face.

I was secretary of the Miners' Union when
tbc modern mine started at Wiluna. For-
tunately I was able to obtain dust counts
made by Inspector Phoenix; and I was
dumb-founded to find that on this mine, this
very latest and most up-to-date mine, open-
ed by American and English capital and'
on modern lines, had a very high dust count.
The first page of the report indicated that
the dust count was considered to be 1,000
plus. Everything over 350 per cubic centi-
metre is considered detrimental to a man's
health; yet the count on this mine was 1,000
plus. That is to say, it was not possible
to count the number of dust particles in a
cubic centimetre. The result was that a
man became totally incapacitated in 12
months. Hle was not then tubercular but
he definitely developed T.B. in addition to
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silicosis subsequently. So that up-to-date
mine gave a miner four years of life. Yet
the Minister talked about modern mines.

The officials soon took notice when I drew
the attention of the Arbitration Court to
this fact and called Tnspedtor Phoenix as
a witness, producing evidence signed by
him. The activities of this mine that was
working men in an atmosphere where the
(lust count was 1,000 plus were soon stopped.
It was not the desire of the company, but
pressure was brought to bear on it b~y the
organisation I represented. At a later stage
an older mine opened-the Lancefield-and
it started operating on a very similar sys-
tem. I will admit that it was a very old
nine. It had big open spaces that could
not he properly branched off. Condition.,
were so bad that we had to -take action
again with the Mines Department; and. as
a result instructions were issued that if the
manager did not put in a new ventilation
shaft and an exhaust fan, the mine would
be closed down. That was the threat that
had to be levelled against the mining com-
pany which was producing something for
its shareholders instead of doing something
for the health of the men. The company
did not care about their health, but the
Mines Department said, "If you do not
ventilate the mine properly, we will close
it don.

The company was given a certain time to
wake the improvement. I was there and
the fan was installed within a few hours
of the time at which the mine would have
been closed down. They are facts. That
is not a statement, made by somebody in
Queensland but is something that can he
Substantiated from. Alines Department re-
cords. I tan remember the veryv old days
when the men had little protection; when
the common statement made was that men
were cheaper than tivaber. When men were
put into a bad stope and a fall took place,
the victims were regarded as being cheaper
than timber. 'We do not want to re-
turn to those condition;, but the moment
we introduce diesel engines underground in
a mine we shall be reverting to that statd
of affairs. I would say for the beneMt of
this House that the m ost important thing
in mining is the dust factor. People do not
realise what dust is. When one talks about
it they imagine swirling clouds of duaL.
They think the place is covered with it.
Nothing of the kind!

The dust that causes miner's phthisis is
in an atmosphere as clear as that which
prevails in this Chamber, It is 150 times
too fine to be seen with the naked eye and
it takes six hours to sink five feet in still
air. That is how fine the dust is. These
mines are impregnated with this dust;, but
fortunately. when there is no work being
jone the dust Settles and remains on ledges,
on timber, all over the place. It is not
active. It settles in six hours when. the mines
are at rest. But the moment' there is an
explosion it immediately be comes circulated
in the atmosphere and stays there. Mem-
bers can imagine what would happen With
an engine continually pulsating. I believe
that some internal combustion engines rnn
to 2,000 revolutions a minute, Imagine the
engine which we had at Parliament House
to provide power during the recent strike!
Remember the noise, the pulsation of it!

Do members think that that would be any
good underground continually pulsating and
raising fine dust and creating bad health
for the meni? Of course it would not! We
shall he taking, a retrograde step as soon
as we attempt to introduce _anything in the
nature of pulsating engines. In modern
mining practice in other parts of the world
companies are not permitted t o fire in a
nine during the time men arc underground.
in South Africa the firig is done between
midnight and 8 a.m. and there is a special
firing squad to prevent dust being -raised
underground, because in South Africa they
compensate a man when he is in the anti-
primary condition. In Western Australia
the miner is not compensated until he is 70'
per cent, or more dusted, with a 70 per
cent, loss of his lungs. Here they call that
early silicosis. In this State they wait until
a man gets tuberculosis and has four years
to live.

This House will be on the wrong track
if it ever agrees to the introduction of re-
grulations to permit the utilisation under-
ground of any engine or mactine that pul-
sates. The member for Murebison has men-
tioned an engine that makes no noise, al-
though it costs a considerable sum of
money. It does not pulsate and emits no
gas, but it costs too mnuch. The Minister,
mentioned the purchase and running costs
of the diesel locoipotive. He said the
original cost was only'50 per cent, of the
battery-operated locomotive, so the miniar
6ompany, for the sake of that 50 per cent-
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saving i4 cost, wishes to put in an engine
that will tend to destroy the health of the
mnen.

Mr. Marshall: And I would like to check
those figures.

Mr. TRIAT: I will take them as being
-correct. There is no member in this House
who would agree to such & thing as wilfullyr
-endangering the health of the mfn because
-of cost. Even if it cost nothing to install
this class of engine, I do not think some of
the companies would agree to it. The Min-
ister says the running costs of the diesel
locomotive are 'only one-fifth of those of-
the battery-operated loco, but to me that
makes no difference at all. No member
with a single thought for the health of the
men who work underground would give con-
sideration to that factor. There is no
-chance of operating underground in our
deep wipes in Western Australia any in-
ternal combustion engine without damag-
ing the health of the men. Even a machin
drill of the percussion type is detrimental
in that regard although recently they have
been able to reduce the movement of the
drill to a mere rattle. However, it still
raises a certain amoqnt of duat-

No man'reeeiding a re-admission ticket is
permitted to work in a mine alongside a
machine because it is realised that he will
get too much dust if he does so. He must
work in special parts of the mine for that
reason. I feel confident that the House
would not agree to any regulation likely to
he dletrimental to some of the citizen8 of
the State, merely because this type of loco-
motive will be chbeaper to purchase or a
hit easier for the company in the matter of*
running costs. If a company cannot afford
to work its mine at a profit under decent
conditions, it should be closed down. I hope
regulations from 172 to 192 will be disal-
lowed. If No. 172 is the only regulation
that can be used t6 protect the men, it
ould be disallowed and new regulations

brought down for that purpose.

MR. OLIVER (Boulder) [8.55]: I sup-
port the motion for the disallowance of
these regulations. It is true that a confer-
e-nee of responsible bodies discussed what
are now the new minling regulations, but it is
-not necessarily true that these are the reg-u-
lations agreed to by that conference. I wish
it to be understood that I am not speaking

in a provocative spirit, but in order to define
the attitude of the A.W.U. towards the intro-
duction of diesel locomotives to und6i-
ground mining I will read a letter addressed
to me by the secretary of the union. It is
as follows:-

Re Diesel locomotives: I have been re-
quested to bring to your notice this manage-
ment committee's strong objection to the in-
troduction of Diesel locomotives underground
in the metaliferous mining industry. In the
emperience of thiis union Deisel locomotives
were niot a success at Wittenoom Gorge, which
is a comparatively easy mine to ventilate and
the regulation to allow their use should be
vigorously challenged and a move made to dis-
allow it.

I can speak with some authority on the
experience of the use of diesel locomotives
in mining operations at Wittenoom Gorge.
I recently. participated in a lengthy hearing
in the -Arbitration Court with regard to con-
ditions and rates of pay at Wittenoom
Gorge. I was curious to know how diesel
locomotives came to be psed there and after
a great deal of probing I found that the
authority ha&, been given by someone in
Perth. I wish to make it clear that that
authority was not given by the district in-
spector on the job. Apparently he woula
not accept the responsibility of recommend-
ing the introduction of diesel locomotives to
underground mining operations. I was able
by close questioning to get from the mine
manager 'the fact that it took him three
months of endeavour in Perth before hie wns
permitted to use diesel locomotives. He
got the permission from some high dignitary
in the Alines Department.

7Mr. Marshall: And we were told they
were enthusiastic about its introduction.

Mr. OLIVER: I desire also to make it
clear that during the period of use of diesel
locomotives at Wittenoomn Gorge the district
inspector visited the mine on three occasions,
once per year. That is how much supervi-
sion the diesel locomotives got, and they are
now worn out. It is true that after agita-
'tion by the K.WJT. tests were taken to ascer-
tain the amount of poisonous gas from the
exhaust of the locomotive, and the reports
disclosed that there was no dangerous pro-
portion of gas prese nt in the atmosphere of
the mine. However, that would depend on
where the tests were made. To illustrate
the problems associated with the use of
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diesel locomotives underground, it may he
necessary for me to go into some detail 'with
regard to methods of ventilation of mines.

To take Wittenoom Gorge aks an example,
I point out that it is a particularly easy
mine to ventilate. It is a flat ufine and is
worked onX lines similar to a coalmine. The
bord and pillar method is used and there
are huge drives and erosscuts in which to get
the air through. I am suggesting that the
air tests were not taken in the deadends at
Wittenoom Gorge because every precaution
would be observed to see that the locomotive
was not in a deadend when -those tests were
taken; but the use of the locomotive did
take it into the deadends. The air wqs suf-
ficiently foetid from the use of the loco-
motive in the ends to cause the workers
to be completely nauseated and they bad to
be taken borne sick. That was the experience
at Wittenoom Gotge.

The manager did give an undertaking,
during the hearing in the Arbitration Court,
that the use of the engine would be digs-
continued. At a further stage in the hecar-
iri- he said that it would not be used in
the mine works, hut when they had a tunnel
through the mine they intended, to use it
on their mine hauls. The Minister 'quoted
Wittenoom Gorge as an example of the
successful *use of this type of engine
and he said that it would be of great
assistance to the goidmining industry
if permitted in goidmines. To my know-
ledge, I do not know of any through
airway in any goldmine. If it is suggested
that the engines should be 'used only in
through airway;, then I can honestly say
that there? are not any airways in any of the
Western Australian goldniines. The best ex-
'ample I could give of a through airway,
would be the tunnel at Swan View. I think
members know the experience of locomotive
drivers in that tunnel, and there is nothing
resembling that tunnel in a goldm~ne.

I would like to convey to members an
impression of the conditions in a mine such
as the- Owalia, -where it -was proposed to
introduce mechanical means of hauling to
replace the homses. The Owalia is a mine
that exhausts all its foul air up its main
shaft. The air which goes in-to the mine to
ventilate it is sufficient, but the outlet at the
mine shaft is insufficient to allow the'foetid
or foul air to come out. There is a mine

where it is impossible tompletely to ven-
tilate satisfactorily. Even though it is pos-
sible to get air into the mine, it cannot be
taken out in suffiient quantities to allow it
to he properly ventilated.

A. through airway is something that can.
be kept completely Clear of mine working.
Even at Wittenoom Gorge, where there are
all sorts of openings for air, the locomotive,.
if it came in at one end, completely con-
taminated the air that went through *thep
mine because there was no direct outlet. I
am suggesting that it wilt he impossible for
many years to h'ave a through airway in-
stalled in the majority, if not -all, 'of our
goidmines. Therefore the use of diesel loco-
motives in our underground operations i-s
not,' at this stage, a practicable possibility.
The Mfinister did mention that they gave
less trouble than electric locomotives. I can-
not speak with any authority on that but
I must rely on information that I have ob-
tained from the Canadian Mining Journal.
I have here an extract from a paper sub-
mitted to the Canadian Mining Journal, andT
it states-

In France, it was found that, "Examination
and -repair Vof 13 locomotives requires daily
the services of five special workmen, to which
it is necessary to add the additional half hour
of the engineers in the morning for daily in-
spection, which makes six repair shifts for 13
locomiotives.II
If it is a question of maintenance costs, it
Appears to me that diesel locomotives
would be very costly compared with elec-
tric locomotives, of which I have 'had some
knowledge. .I cannot ree,2llect, during the
whole of mny mining e4erience, electric
locomotives requiring very much mainten-
ance. Therefore, I must accept the Minister's
statement -with some reserve that the- costs
are less for diesel than they are for electric
locomotives. I have a comparison of haulage
costs which was set out in a paper by
Georges Scherrer and entitled 'XHaulage
by Mechanical Means in Coahmine Haulage-
wa-ys, " He gives the costs in cents per tonr
mile and they are 2.§8 cents for electric
trolley loco and 2.70 cents for diesel loco.
That shows a difference in cost of IS cents.
Where the health of workmen is concerned,
18 cents is not worthy of consideration. It
is only natural that diesel haulage would he
attractive to mining engineers and it is true
that it has been used successfully in tunnels
and open-cuts, but the mining system in
Western Australia is such that it sbioulj?
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not be permitted. There is not sufficient
supervision by the Mines Department to en-
sure the proper use of diesel locomotives
in underground haulage.

As stated by the member for Mt. Mag-
met, at present it takes at least a Week
for any individual inspector to inspect one
,of our mines on the Golden Mile. Those
inspectors have to make all sorts of re-
ports, which ties them down week in and
wetk out. I would say that of the total
number of inspectors, only about three are
.available to do mine inspections. What
possible chance would they have of super-
vising the use of diesel locomotives under-
.ground? In addition to that, the ventila-
tion officers who test the air in the mines
and who make reports, which in the past
.have always heen looked on as valuable
documents, would have to be in the mines
.continually attending to their duties. At
this stage I might mention' that these re-
ports are now denied to the union, it being
.claimed that they are of a confidential na-
ture. Perhaps at some future stage I may
be able to deal with that aspect. To be
quite frank I think it is a refleation. on the
department and the Minister that these re-
ports should be refused to the union. They
are made by public officers and there ishould
he nothing confidential about them.

*It would be impossible for any number
of inspectors to police the use of i oco-
motives in our mines. The experience at
Wittenoom. Gorge was that to stop the en-
gine at any time as is suggested in these
regulations, when it is used in deadend work
'is practically impossible, because if the
operator stopped the engine he would have
all 16~ trouble of starting it, which is: worse
than leaving it running. When it is re-
started it makes such a cloud of smoke and
fumes that it not only affects the men in
the deadend but also affects the operator.
The best illustration I can instance to mem-
bers is that they should watch the big busses
in the Terrace when they are leaving, and
it will be noticed that when the engine
starts up a considerable volume of fume
and' smoke is emitted from the exhaust.
Imagine that quantity of fume and smoke
being emitted in a confined space with no
possibility of its escaping! The men cant-
-not avoid inhaling it and this is what nau-
-seates them and forces them to leave their
-work.

It would be a revelation to members if
they realised the turnover of labour at Wit-
tenoom Gorge. It is not 100 per cent. a
year but 1001 per cent. every three months,
and it is a condition such as we are dis-
cussing tbat causes such a turnover. It
is not a question of money at that centre
but the conditions under which the men
work. I1 feel unequal to the task of dealing
with such a problem as this. I hope I have
gi ~en the House some information as to
what the introduction of diesel locomotives
to the mines in Western Australia might
mean. I know this: If their introduction
is persisted with it will cause no end of
industridi unrest in the bigger mines be-
cause they are inadequately ventilated. I
do not think anyone who has a knowledge
of underground mining work would even
suggest that the mines on the Golden Mile,
with perhaps one exception, are in any way
adequately ventilated and that mine is ade-
quately ventilated in parts only.

I am suggesting that even to think of
introducing diesel locomotives in those
mines would he a crime and their introduc-
tion would be resisted by the workers. In
dealing with Regulation No. 252 I say that
if it meets the wishes of any representative
body of people it dots not meet the wishes
of the Australian Workers' 'Union. Let me
deal with this regulation in detail. It says-

Any person who has been'idsued with a cer-
tificate except a provisional certificate...

The question arises, what is a provisional
certificate? It might interest the House
to know that it is one that can he given to
a worker by any medical practitioner. It
wvill permit a ma~n to work in any part of
a mine entirely at his own risk. He is not
accepted as a liability under the Workers'
Compensation Act nor nder the Mine
Workers' Relief Act. So when he is issued
with that certificate he, himself, accepts
all the risks. To say that the union would
agree to such a proposition as that would
be just stupid. The union has always re-
sisted the issue of provisional certificates
and it still does. The regulation goes on
to say-
which entitles him to be employed as a mine
worker and is not eligible for exanmination
under time provisions of time Mfine Workers'
Relief Act.

If he is not eligible under that Act under
which Act is he eligihiet The Mines Regu-
lation Act only! I t is quite possible for
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a person to work in the mining industry
for 20 years and for some reason, such as
lack bf enliloymnent in the industry, 1i~ has
to find a living in some other industry.
Hie has only to 'be out of the mining in~tus-
try for two years and he forfeits his right
to work in it because his certificate is taken
from him. So we come to the next part of
the regulation which says-

May be issued with a Be-admission Certifi-
eate.

Obviously that suggests that he may be re-
fused re- ntry into the industry and he is
refused if for any reason he is found to be
medically unfit. A man was recently refused
admittance to the mining industry because
lIe had the lower part of his leg missing.
Would that man be resfused admission, to
any other industry? There is any amount of
room to employ a man such as that in the
mining industry but he was refused admis-
sian. as being unfit. That regulation is
stretched to that extent. The main objec-
tion to it is tint after 20 years in the gold-
mines a man contracts some silicosis but if
by some misfortune he leaves them he is
not allowed to return. He is found to have
contracted something which will not permit
him to remain eligible as a mine worker,
Aithough a considerable amount of the com-
plaint which bars him could have been
caused as a result of working in the inus-
try for 20 years. Having run the gauntlet
a7 to that, we come to the latter Part Of the
regulation which reads-

and providing further that he has not pre-
viously received compensation on account of
silicosis and pneumoconiosis.

In my opipion the man who drafted the
regulaition was more concerned with -.he
,employers' than with the workers' welfare.
Evidently~ The reason for that addition was
that a few men have been able to wangle
their compensation. If that was in the
mind of the draftsman, I point out that the
employer is absolutely piotected by Section
S of the Workers' Compensation Act, which
provides that a man, having received £760
or the £1,250, cannot receive additional
compensation. He ins had it and that is
the end of the business.

Mr. Marshall: He has certainly bad it!

Mr. OLIVER: The effect of this pro-
vision will be to prevent the honest worker
from following his legitimate occupation.

E28]

This will be detrimental, not only to the
Corkers but also to the employers, because
it will denude the industry of some of the
best and most highly skilled workers. The
reguliation says--

Provided further that he had not previously,
received compensation on account of pueumo-
coniosis or silicosis.

He may have received a disability such as
any other worker might receive in the course
of his employment and yet he is to be
denied re-entry to the industry. He may
have received compensation to the extent of
£100 or £150 on account of silicosis and
because be has received that compensation
and because he has acted on the advice of
his doctor and has remained out of the in-
dustry for six years, he cannot return. That
is ridiculous. If the House permits the
regulation to stand, it will he doing an in-
justice. Obviously the regulation should be
disallowed bemause- it is not even intellig-
ently drafted, and to say that the union
was a party to it is not true. If members
give the regulations a moment's thought, it
must be agreed that they should be dis-
allowed and I hope they will be.

On motion by the Minister for E~ucation,
debate adjourned.

MOTION-TIM3ER.

As to Limitation of Exports.

Debate resumed from the 6th July on the
follow-ing motion by Mr. Reynolds:-

That in the opinion of this House, the
oversea export of timber should be suspended,
and that exports to the Eastern States be
reduced by 50 per cent, until the 1st JTan-
uary, 1950, for these reasons:-

(1) That supplies catch up with local de-
mand for building purposes;

(2) Reduction in cost of house-building by
elimination of costly stoppages due to tardy
4elivdky of requisite timber;

(3) Speedier completion of house-building
targets.

THE MINISTER FOR FORESTS (Hon.
R. R. McDonald-West Perth) [9.23]:
The member for Forrest has moved for the
]imitation of tinier exports for certain
reasons which relate to the expansion of
the housing programme. With the general
objective of the motion, the Government is
entirely in agreement.

Mr. Reynolds: I am delighted to hear
that.
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The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: We
have felt that exports oversea in particu-
lar and to some extent interstate should be
subservient to the needs of the State, hav-
ing regard to the various factors 'which are
associated with an industry of this sort and
with a long term view based upon the utili-
sation of the industry in the best interests
of the State. To that end, as I told the
House previously, conferences have been
held, particularly this year, with a view to
a reduction in the exports of our limber
and 'especially of timber of the description
known as sawn timber or general purpose
cutting, which is the type that can be uti-
lisedl for the building programme.

In consequence of that attitude and fol-
lowing these conferences, on two occasions
this year the sawmillers; have reviewed their
programme with the idea of limiting what
had been previously proposed to be ex-
ported overset or interstate. Speaking
from recollection, 'which I think is exact, at
the last conference held some three months
ago, the monthly export oversen of sawn
timber was to be reduced from 1,500 to
1,000 loads, so with the objective of the
bon. meftter I am entirely in agreement.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Did that include
sleepers?

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS:
With regard to the terms of the motion, I
shall suggest an amendment that I think
will put the matter in a more practicable
form. Members will recall that the distri-
bution of timber has followed, and to a
large extent still follows, the pattern set
during the war. During the war years,
under the Defence Powers, the control of
timber was in the hands of the Common-
wealth, and the chief Commonwealth offi-
cer charged with the supervision of timber
production and distribution was the 'Com-
monwealth Director of Timber Supplies,
Mr. Kestsell, who was originally Conservator
of Forests in this State and was loaned
to the Commonwealth for this war service..

When the war ended, it was decided,
utter consultation between the Common-
wealth and the various State Governments,
that a substantially similar system should
continue. The result of this system is that
the Commonwealth exercises a certain de-
gree of control over timber distribution by
reason of its power to control exports, Ex-
ternal trade is a power of the Common-

wealth and not of the States. When, there-
fore, the timber industry in any State de-
sires to export, it must obtain a permit
from the Commonwealth, and the Common-
wealth, in granting the permit, is able to
express the desire that the production of
the industry in any State shall be distri-
buted partly to that State and partly to
other States as well as overses.

In those distributions, which are ar-
rived at according to half-yearly pro-
grammes, the Commonwealth, through its
Director of Timber Supplies, consults the
various States, as to what the programme
shall be for the ensuing six months. That
has been the practice in this State and I
was able to bring to the notice of the House
on a former occasion some indication of the
trends of the distribution of timber over the
various years, pre-war, during the war, and
since, and also indicate that during the ciur-
rent year exports of sawn timber were down
to a minimum volume compared with ex-
ports of that -class of timber in any pre-
vious -year.

Mr. Reynolds: The export of sleepers in-
creased considerably.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: No.
As a matter of fact I mad~e some inquiries;
about that matter and was informed that
the Commonwealth Statisitician-whose fig-
ures I gave to the House-had included at
shipment of sleepers in the 1948-49 pro-
gramnme which in fact had been shipped in
the 1947-48 programpie; and when that ad-
justment is made it will be found that in
fact the export of sleepers in 1948-49 was
materially less in volume than the export of
sleepers in 1947-48. But it is tre a-, the
hon. member I understand suggests, that
when that timber has to be considered a dis-
tinction must be drawn between timber pro-
duced from general purpose mills, which is
of a kind that can be employed for a great
variety of uses, particularly house-building,
and timber produced from sleeper mills
which, as the name indicates, is almost en-
tirely used for the purpose of sleepers.

Although I agree with what was said by
the mover of the motion that to some extent
sleeper, timber can be used for other pur-
poses, by and] large we can say-to use
perhaps an obvious e-xpression-that sleeper
mills produce timber for sleepers. The rea-
son for that is-without going into an un-
due explanation of these branches of the
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industry-that sleeper mills are mainly lo-
cated in country which has been previously
out over by the general purpose mills. That
means that the original forest has been de-
nuded of the long-length logs which can ho
used for general cutting and that the forest,
broadly speaking, does not giontain much
more merchantable timber t~aan short lengths
capable of being converted into sleepers
from 7 ft. to 9 ft. in length.

So the sleeper mills mainly produce
sleepers and their capacity to produce other
classes of timber is limited, although I am
prepared to say that the Forests Depart,
meat and the Assistant Conservator, Mr..
Shedley, who is now the State Director of
Timber Supplies, are addressing their atten-
tion to the possibility of getting a return,
in a certain volume, of timber from sleeper
mills which can be used as scantlings and
for other building purposes. But I have to
confess that as, far as I can learn the pos-
sibility of getting any great volume of tim-
ber from that source for building purposes
is not very great.

I would like to say a few words about
the timber position, because I think anybody
wvho has given it any study will realise
that it is a most intricate industry, one
-which is possessed of features which can .be
said to be exclusive to it. The industry, un-
like those various products which are pro-
duced annually, or perhaps over a period of
year-;, relies upon a growth extending over
many years. In the case of a hardwood tree,
I think the member for Nelson would agr.ee
with me that one could not. expect a tree to
-row to a size that would give merchant-
able timber under 90 or 100 years.

Mr. Reynolds: Longer than that.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: I
am taking the minimum. There are karri
trees in the Pemberton area which were
growing when William the Conqueror came
to the throne of England, so I am informed.
The industry is an individual one and differs
'to a great degree from other industries.
That being so, I desire to refer to the gen-
eral policy of the industry without unduly
trespassing upon the time of members.
From the passing of the Forests Act, 1919,
which was a landmark in the forestry his-
tory of the State, the general policy, ia
broad outline, has been so to manage our
forests that they will represent a perman-
ent asset. Prior to that time there had been

some danger that the forests would be. so
severely cut that it would not be many
years or decades before they ceased to have
any comnmercial value as a forestry asset to
the State. Rut by the type of management
envisaged by the Forests Act of. 1919, it
was deemed possible--and it is possible,
breadly ppeaking--4fo maintaini our hard-
wood timbers as a permanent source of
wealth for the State.

The last review of this policy took place
in 1945. In that year the general working
plan provided for the maintenance of an
output of 600,000 loads a year from Crown
Lands from the gencial purpose mills. The
plan envisaged that this output of 600,000
loads per annum from Crown Lands would
continue for a period of 30 years from 194.5.
It was then anticipated by the plan that
at the end of 30 years the whole of the
virgin part of the forests of the State would
have been cut over, and that at the end
of the period of 30 years the permissible
cut of 600,000 loads from Crown Lands
would have to be appreciably reduced. The
reduction of the annral cut at the end of
30 years under this programme can be re-
garded as a matter of considerable concern
to the economy of the State; but the plan
envisaged that to meet that reduction in
cutting the State would embark on a pro-
gramme of pine plantation.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Does that plan take
into account the increase of the internal
demand because of population increases?

The 'MINISTER FOR FORESTS: I do
not think it does adequately take into ac-
count increases in -internal demand.

Ron. F. J. S. Wise: It is a very im-
portant point now.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: It is
a most important point. Having that in
mind, the Government has authorised a re-
view of the 1945 general plan. In view
of the situation, it is our opinion that the
long-terma management of our forests needs
to be reviewed.

Ron. F. J. S. Wise: Forests in perpetuity
could only be planned 20 years ago on a
certain population at that time.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: I
would not quite say that; because in the
management of forests you can either ar-
range your permissible cut on such a basis
as to provide for your then population and
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the normal annual increase, or else you can,
if you expect rather more increase than is
normal, limit your cut so that the growth
will he coming forward from the hardwood
forest to enable a larger forest area and
a larger -cut to be obtained at a funture date
to meet the increased population.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: An emergency such
as a war can knock that sideways, too.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: Pre-
cisely! All these plans are subject to the
exigencies of the times, and no country has
experienced that more vividly than Great
Britain. That country has a national forest
area of approximately 3,000,000 acres. In
other words, although her country is in-
finitesimal compared with the State of
Western Australia, the national forest area
of the United Kingdom is, broadly speaking,
exactly the same as ours. Our State forest
covers about 31/i million acres.

Mr. Reynolds: It is nearer 51/ million
acres.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: It is
about 31/3 million. . I propose for a
moment or two to deal with the long-term
policy relating to our forests because I
think it is a matter of very great iinportazie
and 1 believe the Leader of the Opposition
is entirely in agreement with that view.
Speaking from memory-but I am pretty
closely accurate--the total area of pines
planted in this State is about 12,000 or
13,000 acres. It is nowhere near the "pine
planting tbat is needed to make good the
reduction in cut which, under the 1945 plan,
is ton take place in 30 years' time in our
hardwood forests; and it is still less ade-
quate to take care of the increase in popula.-
tion which we may expect from the Com-
monwealth Government's migrant pro-
gramme.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: You do not oppose
that migrant programme, do you?

The MINISTER FOR 'FORESTS: No, I
feel that the migrant programme, to the
limit of our absorptive capacity, is some-
thing we must undertake in the interests of
the defence of this country; and nobody
has put that more clearly than the Prime
Minister. But in view of the urgent need
to build up our pine plantations to take
care of the reduction in cut in our hard-
woods at a future date* the Government
last year placed £:30,000 on the Loan Esti-
mates to recommence and expand the area

of our pine forests. The Department of
Forests feels that a programme of 5,000
acres a year of pine planting for the next 40
years should be the objective at -which we
should aim, but owing& to lack of labour it
will be some years before we even reach a
pine planting of 2,000 acres a year. Still,
there it is! The forestry programme of the
future will be a combination of the care of
our hardwoods and the expansion of our
production of softwoods; and that pro-
gramme bas a certain validity, because I
think all members realise that in the past
we have been lavish of hardwoods, which
are very rare and very precious and which
have been used for purposes for which they
should not have been used.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That is Australia's
history in forestry.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: It is.
The objective of pine planting is that we
should be able in due course, from the pro-
duct of our plantations of pines, to serve
the needs in wood of very many purposes
and reserve our hardwoods for uses of very
much greater value. I agree with the hon.
member that the matter of the long-term:
policy of our forests is oue of importance;
and since I have been responsible for this
portfolio it is a matter in which I have been
deeply interested. In consultation with the
Conservator of Forests, who is a forester of
very high professional standing in Australia,
I have found that he also, more than any-
body, is concerned that we shall adopt the
best possible measures to conserve our hard-
wood forests, to maintain and continue them
and to have these reserves of softwood tim-
ber which will lessen the demand at present
being made on our hardwood reserves. That
is the working plan of 1945 follow-
ing the working plans which have
been provided from time to time since
the Forests Act was passed in 1919.
For the reasons I have mentioned, and par-
ticularly because of the impact of the
migration programme of the Commonwealth
Government, the Government of this. State
feels that the forests plan should be re-
viewed in the light of existing conditions
and futuri needs, in order that we may
conserve our forest assets as far as possible
and ensure their utilisation to the best ad-
vantage as a permanent asset of the State.

I come now to deal more specifically with
some references made during the debate-
The motion deals with exports of timber
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overaca. The policy in that regard is tradi-
tional for the timber industry of the State.
I said-I believe truly-that timber was
the first oversea. export that this State
ever made, and our general-purpose mills
have been constructed and organised for
that trade. They are designed and co-
ordinated to cut the class of timber re-
quired for the oversea, market. One of the
difficulties involved with a large industry
in which millions of pounds have been in-
vested is that if we try to alter the nature
of its trade suddenly we come across all
sorts of difficulties due to the reorganisa-
tion of plant and processes thtat have been
carried on at particular mills, based on the
class of export and the type of cutting.

Mr. Hoar: What alterations would have
tbe made to the mills today if we aban-

donea the export tradeq

The MINISTER F~OR FORESTS: As I
understand it, the mills are arranged with
different benches. Some can cut timber of
long lengths add some cannot, in the pro-
portion suitable for export. The timber
clears the mill rapidly, whereas if we took
those same lengths of timber and endeav-
oured to cut them to smaller dimensions
such as are used in house building,
we would impose a much greater demand
on the appliances and machinery of the mill
than would otherwise be the case. The ex-
port policy of this State in the past has
been that timber has formed a valuable
part of our external trade. State repre-
sentatives have been sent oversea fromi time
to 'time to secure markets for our timber.
Prior to the war, something like 44 per (tent.
of our total timber production was ex-
ported, which meant that about the same
proportion of the employees in the indus-
try depended on that trade for their ens
ployment.

To meet existing conditions, the exports
have heen curtailed to a comparatively
small percentage of what they were form-'
erly. For the yeai ended the 30th June
last, the estimate was about 5.6 per cent.
of the sawn timber. Sleepers, of course,
have gone overseal because they would not
be absorbed in the Western Australian mar-
het. However, I am advised, though I
could not put a definite period to it-it
might be within a year or two at most-
that the time is rapidly approaching when
the export of sleepers oversca. from this
State is likely to cease. The reason for

that is that the sleeper production of West-
ern Australia will be required in its en-
tirety for the use of State and Common-
wealth railways throughout Australia. So,
from causes now operating, I am advised
it is likely that in the comparatively near
future all sleepers produced in this State
will be reserv~ed for Atistralian require-
ments, particularly in view of the large
railway rehabilitation programmes of this
and the other States. The policy that has
been followed has been that the export
oversea of *our hardwoods to a certain vol-
umne colistituted an important contribution
to our external trade, and helped to provide
the credits by means of which we were
able to'import those things that we did not
ourselves produce.

A further factor, expressed to me by
those qualified to speak, is that on a long.
view it may not be many years before the
oversee, trade is needed for some of the
products of our timber industry. I refer
particularly to karri. At present, the bal-
ance of production is shifting to the south
of the timber areas, and it is to be expected
that before many years have passed the out-
put of karri will be mitch larger. I am
advised that possibly within a compara-
tively few years we will be looking for ex-
port markets for our karri because we will-
not be able to absorb it all within the State.

Mr. Reynolds: The annual production of
jarrah will be considerably decreased, so
that one will balance the other.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: We
hope the production of jarrab will be ex-
panded sufficiently to meet our needs, but
the production of karri may be expanded
much beyond our needs.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: You are thinking
of the limitation of the purposes for which
karri is used?

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS! Yes.
Rarri is in great demand for certain pur-
poses. It is used in Victoria in the manu-
facture of agricultural implements that
are later sent to this State, but, in com-
parison with jarrah, its uses are limited.
I can only pass on to the House the expert
opinion given to me, which is that it is by
no means unlikely ilhst within 'eompara-
tively few Years, with the new mills com-
ing into production in the southern kerni
ares, we may be looking for markets over-
sea for our karri. It is also felt-I desire
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to mention this shortly-that it is good
economic practice for a State to export
articles for which it can get a compara-
tively good return, even though that means
importing aoftwoods at a comparatively
cheap rate to serve the purpose for which
the valuable hardwoods would otherwise
have had to be ittilised. 14 is a policy on
a long-term basis of earning credits by the
sale of valuable hardwoods oversea, in aid
of the State's external trade, and at the
same time importing cheap softwoods in
order to serve the purposes for which the
hardwoods would otherwise have beep
used. That policy has a certain amount
of justification as an economic measure.

A moment or two ago I said that if we
can achieve our objective we will build up
our pine forests in this State and in due
course meet our needs, or go a long way
towards doing so. The motion proposes that
all oversca exports shall cease until the end
pf this year. I intend to suggest in my
amendment that the resolution shall not
be so absolute. W0 realise that an induis-
try,. a very large industry, such as this one,
in the past has been permitted to proceed on
a certain basis uinder legislation and gov-
ernnaental administration. It is not always
easy for it suddenly to terminate what
is a large aveue of its trade. For example,
with oversea trakde, moehants may. have
eontracted for freight and they may have
brought exchange contracts forward in view
of possible variations in exchange. Mer-
chants may have made contracts with sup-
pliers under .whirh they are legally hound,
and they may also be under some sort of
moral obligation to carry oul commitments
which they have habitually fulflfled for

pepeovenses. So that to cut them off with
a knife, even to thle end of this year, might
involve a certain amount of diffculty' and
unta~re I propose, in my amendment,
that we shalt not do that, but shiall convey
the opinion of the House, in general terms,
that oversea exports should be reduced.

I turn now to exports inte~rstate. In the
firM place we have no power to prevent in-
terstate exports under Section 92 of the
Constitution which binds both the Common-
wealth and the StateP Trade and commerce
between the States are absolutely free. If,
therefore, any merchant or individual in
this State makes a cohitract to sell timber to
somebody in another State, there is no

power in this State to prevent the perform-
ance- of that contract. In addition there i4
the consideration that we depend on re-
ciprocal trade for a great deal of the
essential needs of our Sate. I refer parti-
cularly to iron and steel products. If we
are to expect other States to observe a comn-
mercial and perhaps a moral obligation to
make such a distribution as takes care of
our needs in this State, then we cannot en-
tirely disregard a duty on our part to give
some reciprocal treatment to States which
are badly off for commodities which we pro-
duce. I refer to one State in particular-
South Australia-which has no hardwoods
and without some assistance with hard-
woods from our State, it would be placed
in a difficult positioni.

.Mr. Styants: We do not get iron and
steel from thei, do we9

The MINSTER FOR FORESTS:
They could adopt what they call rep risals,
and declare that no Whyalla or Iron Knob
products shall come to our State. In any
case I do not want to contemplate anything
of that nature,

lon. A. R. G. Hawke: I thought the
Minister said that he deliberately evaded
the Premier of South Australia when he
was over here looking for a few sticks of

timber.

The MINIS3TER FOR FORESTS: I
admit that the Premier of South Australia,
who misses very little, came over here and
observed some disparaging remarks about
karri in the lo-ul Press . Ile immediately
s-ent a message saying that he would take
the whole of our kern lproduction.

The Premier: And establish his own mills,
too.

The -MINISTER FOR FORESTS: Yes,
and cut it in our State. Hle did not bother
about the merits or demerits of karri. How.
ever, I am again in agreement with the hon.
member to this extent, that there are limits
to which we can reduce the volume of tim-
ber that we need for our own State. I will
also be in agreement with him on that point
if he will accept my amendment that we
should express, in this House, the desira-
bility of reducing exports interstate as well
as oversee. That has already been done, in-
terstate as well as oversea, ny tbie confer-
ences which have taken place with the saw-
millers.
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lion. F. J. S. Wise: I think the Eastern exported. The company in its letter here
States get the quid from us, but we do not
get the quo.

The MNISTER FOR FORESTS: We
suffer a little at times, not so much from
intention as from circumstances which I
would not say are beyond control, but cir-
cumstances such as industrial disturbances.
I believe that the Commonwealth has exer-
cised some influence in an endeavour to see
that we get our quota of such products as
iron and steel. The companies, I know, have
endeavoured to give us at least our fair
quota but from time to time it does happen
that difficulties occur in the Eastern States,
we miss our shipments and it becomes 'i-
possible to catch them up again. I am sure
they do endeavour to stand by us recipro-
cally in that respect.

So to say arbitrarily that we should cut
interstate exports by 50 per cent. would, I
think, be a matter of some difficulty. How-
ever, to say, in general terms, that that ob-
jective wvill be followed up with all pos-
sible energy, is something which I think is
on lines that could be reasonably put for-
ward as an ejipression of opinion from this
House. The hon. member referred to a
balance sheet of Millars Timber and Trading
Coy. That company wrote me a letter and
although I do not propose to quote the
whole of it I am prepared to show it to
any member who wishes to peruse it. I do
not consider it to be required for the con-
sideration of the motion. The company in
Perth wrote to me on the 11th July and
stated that their attention had been called
to references made in Parliament by [he
member for Forrest. The letter went on to
state-

I would like to state that the company's
report and balance sheet relate to the earn-
pany 's operations in all parts of the world.
We are interested in sawmilling in other
countries besides Australia. We are very
extensive timber merchants in various parts
of the world dealing in timbers 6ther than
jarrah and karri. We are also quite large
manufacturers of engineering equipment, par-
ticularly concrete mixers and other handling
machinery.

It will be seen therefore, that figures relat-
ing to Millars' operations generally cannot
be usefully appliedl to the problems that
were being discussed. The company then
goes on to refer to an expression in its
report that was read to the House that over
-.50 per cent. of the company's output was

says that the export referred to was export
from the United Kingdom. It was not ex-
port from this State. The company's balance
sheet and report were from its London
office which referred to the company's
operations generally. The hon. member
mentioned the Empire Forestry Conference.
As I said, this industry is an extremely
intricate one, and it 'is quite possible that
unless one knows the 'industry fully one may
be misled as to aspects of it that one may
refer to, because the hon. member, quoting
from a statement prepared for the Empire
Conference, gives the value of the 1944-45
imports of wood and wood products into
this State at £851,000, but the fact is that
£8&51,000 of wood and wood products im-
ported into this State in that year included
wood derivatives: That figure included
£155,360 for rayons, which I understand is
an article of dress or hosiery and £577,250
for paper and paper products, with only
£29,900 worth of primary wood products
imported into the State for that year.

So it is not a matter of imports on a
scale which otherwise might have appeared
from a reading of that report to the Empire
Forestry Conference. . The hon. member
asked me where the timber went. That is
a pertinent inquiry because at present we
are retaining in our State, for our own use,
between 11,000 and 12,000 loads of timber
a month, and we are certainly not using
more than one-third for our housing pro-
gramme. And where does the other two-
thirds go? There are no records of an
authoritative character to determine where
timber goes. It is a commodity in such uni-
versal and general use that it goes into anl
immense variety of purposes; sometimes
small quantities are used, sometimes large
quantities, but on referring to the Con-
servator of Forests, Mr. Stoate, he told me
that sonie time ago, I think two or three
years, he made an estimate in which he was
assisted by one of his officers, as to the desti-
nation of timber. However, Mr. Stoate
says he does not suggest that any of the
details are accurate. It is an estimation, as
he could best make from such materials that
he had available in the way of information
of the destination of timber in broad out-
line. He took an estimated figure of 11,210
loads as being a monthly volume for utilisa-
tion in this State. He put down an arbi-
trary figure of 2,600 loads for housing; that
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would be equivalent to a ratio of 2,500
houses per year, 1,670 loads for sleepers,
1,500 loads for cases, which includes not
merely fruit cases but wooden containers
of all kinds of which there is a great variety
in use-

Hlon. F. S. S. Wise: And an increase in
demand.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: Yes.
The estimate continues--

Railway uses otlher than sleepers .
Other permits to build and Govern-

ment buildings
Repairs and additions
Stocks for seasoning.
Fencing .

Agricultural and pastoral
Government and local government

needs not otherwise included
Mining .

Furniture .

Miscellaneous .. .

Loads.
1100

1,500
1,240

500
100
250

800
150
200
200

The Conservator pointed out that there is,
of course, such a wide variety of uses and
he mentions as an example, coffin boards,
which take up a not inconsiderable volume
of timber per year and which he has included
under the item of Miscellaneous. In that
figure, because perhaps at that time it did
not have quite the same significance, he has
not specifically mentioned the wood that is
used for the stowage of wheat on ships
which take wheat avcrsea. That had to be
taken under one of the other items. But
in answer to the hon. member's inquiry, that
is the Conservator's rough and ready indi-
cation as to some of the variety of pur-
poses-

Mr. Reynolds: It is pretty rough!

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: I have
made inquiries, and from the statistical
records that are kept by departments of
all kinds, including that of the Govern-
ment Statistician, it does not appear at
present that any more detailed record could
be obtained.

Mr. Reynolds: What would be the date
of that communication I

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: This
information was obtained in a communica-
tion sent to me by the Conservator on the
8th of this month. But he made it clear
that the -rough estimate of the destination
of timber had been made some considerable
time before. He did not specify the exact
date-

Mr. Hoar: Of course, a lot of timber
of which you know nothing may go to the
Eastern States.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: I
do not think that happens. The timber that
goes td the Eastern States is, to a not in-
considerable extent, from cutting on pri-
vate land-. Where the timber belongs to
the land owner, the Forestry Department
or the Crown has no control over that at
all. Some people operating in the industry
acquire property in timber on private land
and they do send it to the Eastern States.

Mr. Kelly: Would that be a consider-
able quantity?

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: No,
it would be a fair amount, but not much
compared with our total production. With
regard to the exports interstate, the 'par-
ticulars were obtained from the Govern-
ment Statistician, and I believe he collects
his information from the ships' manifests
and that the data in his office may be ac-
cepted as a fairly complete picture of any-
thing that goes oversca or interstate.

I wish to refer to one or two other
specific matters raised by the bion. member.
One was his allusion to the expansion of
our housing programme that could be made
if we retained in the State timber that is
exported interstate or oversell, or reduced
the volume that was used for other p'ur-
poses. To some extent an additional flow
of Uimber would undoubtedly beinefit the
housing programme and building rate, but
there are limits to the number of houses
that could be built even if we had all the
timber in the world because the building
of houses depends upon a ratio of sevenal
factors-the supply of roofing material,
steel products, sanitary fittings and the
volume of labour. All these have to be re-
conciled in order to arrive at the building
rate. Consequently, even though we had
an increase in the volume of timber avail-
able, which would be of assistance to us,
there would still be limits imposed by other
factors on the expansion of building.

The bon. member spoke of another very
important matter, namely, the percentage
of recoveries we obtain from our timber in
the log and referred to the thesis written
by Mr. Hartley. The writer was good
enough to present me with a copy of his
thesis and I have read it. I have been in-
formed that a comparison of peteentages
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with other States cannot satisfactorily be Hon. P. J. S. Wise: That would make it
made. This is not in any way to suggest
that 'Mr. Hartley's work is otherwise than
completely reliable, but I am informed that
in some of the other States the recoveries
make allowance for the nature of the log.
If the log is not of symmetrical shape or
has other defects, the portion of the log
deemed tobe recoverable is reduced and the
recovery is a percentage of what is deemed
to be the part of the log that could be com-
mtercially used. In our State, however, the
whole of the log's -dimensions are taken
into account on which the percentage of
recovery is based. That is a factor which
makes a comparison of the percentage of
recoveries something that is not entirely
valid.

We have been negotiating very ener-
getically to the end that there should be a
reduction of exports oversea and inter-
state for the period just ahead, particu-
larly in view of the stringency caused by
the reduction in supplies due to the indus-
trial conditions now prevailing.

Fen. F. J. S. Wise: I suppos the in-
creasing use of plywood and its manufac-
ture in Western Australia will spread our
timber life quite a lot.

The MINISTER FOR FORESTSl: I
think so. The use of new techniques such
as the Leader of the Opposition has men-
tioned may prove to be a very great help
indeed. Without branching off on to that
topic to any extent, may I say that I think
the most widely distributed tree is the red
gum or marri, a tree that has been held in
rather low esteem commercially?

lion. F. 3. S. Wise: Despised almo~st!
The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: Yes,

but it is becoming more highly thought of.
Bunning Bros., at their new mill at Nya-
mup, have built a cot tage of marri and it
is a jno0Sf attractive place. Our resources
may make this one of the most important
timbers wye have.

In order that the House may consider a
motion that may be practicablc in all the
circumstances and indicate to the industry
the opinion of this House and not put it in
a position of possibly becoming involved
in difficulty, I suggest that the words
",should be suspended, and that expcrts to
the Eastern States be reduced by 50 per
cent." be struck out and the words "and
exports of timber to the Eastern States
should be reduced" inserted in lieu.

a pious resolution, the effect of which would
be nearly nil.

The MINISTER FOR FOREST'S: I
do not think so. I am sure the industry
would be prepared to give the fullest con-
sideration to such an expression of opinion
by Parliament, whereas a resolution couched
in sweeping terms might represent-

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: If you exclude the
words ''until the 1st January, 1930," we
might he able to support the amendment.

Mr. Hoar: Do you think the position
will improve in the next live monthsl'

The -MINISTER FOR FORESTS: Yes;
in that time-a number of new mills will
come into production. In addition, a con-
siderable quantity of sawn timber which is
now in the lower mills should be received
for general use in the metropolitan area
and other parts of the State. The're has
been difficulty with regard to rail haulage
on account of the pressure on the railways
to cart water, wheat and super. Now that
more rail haulage is available, plus the ad-
ditional mills, a. material increase in sup-
plies should be indicated by theend of this
year. That is the tenor of the advice given
to me. If, however, that result should not
be attained, then so far as I am coneprned
the objective would still be that any ex-
ports interstate and oversea should con-
tinue to be reduced until such time as sup-
plies are adequate for the purposes of the
State.

Mr. Hoar: Why notomake your amend-
meat -along those lines?

The MINISTER FOR FORESTS: I
have no objection. I -am quite agreeable to
leaving out the date, which is a matter for
subsequent consideration. If industrial con-
ditions should be such that exports over-
sea would serve the interests of the State
and the men working in the timber indus-
try, then of course it would be a matter of
facilitating the resumption of a larger
volume of export oversee. In the mean-
time I have no hesitation whatever in say-
ing that where the needs of the State in
timber supplies are pressing, every en-
deavour should be made to see that ex-
ports oversen and to the other States are
reduced as far as practicable, having re-
gard to the various factors r have endeav-
oured to convey to the House. I accord-
ingly wove an amendment-
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That in lines 3, 4 and 5 of the motion the
words ' 'should be suspended, and that exports
to the Eastern States be reduced by 50 per
cent. until the let January, 1950" be struck
out with a view to inserting other words.

On motion 'by Mir. Hoar, debate
adjourned.

MOTION-WATER SUPPLIES.

As to State-wide Flat Rate.

Debate resumed from the 6th July on the
following motion by Hon. E. Nulsen-

That, in the opinion of this House, all
Government controlled water sunpplles in
Western Australia should be on a flat charge
basis) to ensure that water will be the same
price to the consumer in the country as in
the mnetropolitan area.

THE MINISTER FOR WATER
SUPPLY (Hon. V. Doney-Williams-Nar-
rogin) [10.85]: Those who recall the speech
of the member for Kanowna on this motion
will recollect that he Invited the House to
agree with him that water from Govern-
ment controlled supplies should be sold
throughout the State at one and the same
price. It will be noticed that he went no
further ihan to assert that this should be
done. He ventures only thus far and I think
I would not be wrong in saying that prob-
ably every member of the House would be
prepared to travel that far with him. The
hon. member says it should be done. Of
course it should be done, there can be no
doubt whatever about that. I think we all
realise, too, that if business in this State-
or elsewhere for that matter-were based on
pure justice and decency and nothing else,
it would be done, or if we lived in Utopia
or in a world suddenly bereft of selfishness.
Unquestionably, it is highli desirable that
what the hon. member suggests should be
done, hut what he overlooks is that we hap-
pen to live in a cold, hard, practical and en-
tirely unsympathetic world where, as every
member knows, our ideals are slow indeed
of actual realisation.

I would he inc-lined to say that the hon.
member had not worried a great deal, if at
all, about the practicality of the flat rate
to which he referred. That is rather a pity,
becatuse I am sure all members would have
lied some information on the point. I feel
certain that neither this Government, the
previous Government, nor for that matter
any Government in Australia or even out-
side Australia, knows the answer to this flat

rate problem that my friend the member
for Kanowna toys with-I think that is a
justifiable term-in so unsophisticated a
fashion.

Hon. E. Nulsen: There is no toying by
me. I am quite serious.

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY: I quite realise the hon, member was
serious, but the big question that he lift
entirely untouched was, how is it to be
done? The hon. member did not offer one
tiny bit of assistance in that regard. I wish
he had done so, because when I refer to a
solution I do not mean the purely arithme-
tical side of it, as that side of the prbblem
presents no difficulties whatever. The hon.
member himself, members may recall, with
the air of a man who had just discovered
the solution, intimated that all that we had
to do was to ascertain the total State cost
in regard to -water supplies and divide the
total by the number of gallons sold, and
then agree with him that the cost per
thousand gallons of water would be. the
Is. 9d. he referred to so very frequently.

Hon. A. H. Panton: A very good
formula!

Thbe MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY -I am inclined to think that the prob-
lem cannot be solved so easily. I do not
think it ever has been solved or, if it has,
I do Dot believe there is a single eoun try
in the world-I am not referring to pocket.
handkerchief States like Monte Carlo or
San Marino, but to tountries of size and
cansequence-that could find an answer to
the 4at rate problem.

Hon. E. Nulsen: That is no reason why
we should not.

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY:- No. It is not in itself suffcient reason,
but it supplies a Pretty good reason ,why we
have not done it here yet; and I think that
so highly desirable is the principle that,
had it been a feasible proposition, it cer-
tainly would have been done in many part4

of the world. On two occasionz during his
speech the hon. member, whose voice was
full of nppeal at the time, said, "All I am
asking for is .decentralisation. All I am
asking- for is a flat rate for water." That is
all the hon. member was asking for:
nothing but that!1 I think he is altogether
too trustful. He gave mue the impression
that he thought I had a few flat raites up
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mny sleeve, and if only I eared to be decent
about it and let him have them, everything
would be all right. I am sure that the hon.
member, with his very lengthy Cabinet ex-
perience, must know something of the at-
titude likely to be adopted towards a
problem of this kind by the Grants Com-
mission.

Hon. E. -Nulsen: It has nothing whatso-
ever, 6o do with the Grants Commission.

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY: I think that in a practical approach
to a problem of this kind it is absolutely
essential that the anticipated attitude of the
Grants Commission should be taken fully
'into consideration. I have already indicated
that I favour the principle of a flat rate.
Quite a number on this side of the House,
and particularly on my right, will reflect
that flat rates for electricity and water are
among the objectives of the Party to which
I belong. But no members of that Plarty,
I would be inclined to say, whether they be
ministerial or private members, would
insist that this objective is' for immedi te
implementation. I have never so regardMd
it. My l)ersoflal view is that it is for piece-
meal treatment.

Mr. Mfay: For posterity!

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY: I will be able to show the hon Mtein-
bar directly that we arc not leaving it for
posterity hut have already started in a
serious way upon the piecemeal treatment.
I have no doubt that there will be those
who will feel like interjecting that the ov-
erment has been sidestepping its -respon-
sibilities; but let me point out that we have
been using e~ery opportunity since we came
to power to implement the principle of uni-
form rating, portion by portion. I think
it would not be unwise if I were to give an
instance or two. Members may recall that
four years ago I attempted an amendment
in this House in which I sought its consent
to a flat -rate for electric current. This was
at a time when a Hilsponsored by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition was going
through. rpon a division being taken, 1
certainly lost, and lost very badly indeed.

Hon. A. H. Panton: You mean -you took
it badly.

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY:- I did not take it badly at all. I had
been anticipating no more success than
came my way. But, on searching the division

list and naturally antieipatring that I would
find that one of my supporters at least had
been the membher for Kanowna, I discovered
that not only did he not vote in favour of
the amendment-neither he nor any mem-
ber of his Party-but he was not in the
division, on one side or the other. I am not
insisting that that is the measure of the hon.
member's interest in this matter; I do not
think it is. But at least when he had the
opportunity he did not trouble to cast his
vote in favour of the principle which now
he insists it is one of the chief duties of
the Government to put into effect.

Hon. E. Nulsen: Put it up again, and I
will support you.

The MINISTER FOR, WATER SUP-
PLY: Our policy, in prospect as yet, with
regard to the electricity scheme based on
Collie and Danbury is that of a flat rate in
all towns. likely to- be supplied from that
source. I had better admit, before the mem-
ber for Collie slips in an interjection, that
Collie has contracted out of that, or rather
prevented a flat rate being applied wholly;,
because there is ain Act of Parliament, I
am given to understand, that enables it to
remain for a while* outside the scheme.

Mr. M1ay: There is a right of renewal too.

The MXINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY: When the hon. member says they
hare the right of renewal, that implies there
is another party to the contract, and that
the two have to be in agreement before the
renewal takes place.

Mr. M1ay: That is, u~nless, y~u scrap the
contract.

The 'MINISTER FOR WATEI SUP-
PLY: I will agree. But if the hon. member
will cast his mind back at least for a year,
hie will find himself reflecting that another
body, in a s;omewhat similar situation and
having the.right of renewal, did not get that
renewal. I am anxious to point out that,
so far as Norseman is concerned-and
Norseman'is the town with which the mem-
ber for Kanewna is principally concerned
-the Government has indicated that its in-
tention with regard to flat rating of water
is quite a serious and Proper one. Recently,
when the Government made a series of re-
ductions throughout the Ooldfields anid on
the Murchison line, Norseinan enjoye4 those
reductions which, I think memnbers will ad-
mit, were very sensible and aizeable. The
rebate rate was reduced from 6s. 8d. to

781
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4s. 6d. per thousand gallons. So far as the
domestic excess is concerned,' if the account
were paid before the 10th March, the Norse-
man rate went from 5s. to s. and if pay-
ment were made after the 10th March,
it fell from 6a. to 3s. 3d. The trading
rate was reduced from 10s. to 7s. and the
mining rate was similarly reduced. Those
are quite substantial drops; the hon. mem-
ber cannot get away from that. When I
say that in its way that is a contribution
to the uniform -rate problem, no-one should
feel like denying it.

Mr. Kelly: You made up for those redu-'
tions with railway increases.

The 'MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY: The hon. member should know what
I am responsible for and what I sin not
responsible for.

Hon. A4. RL. G. Hawke: No-one knows
that,

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY; The member for Kanowna said there
was a fiat iate for sugar throughout the
State and that he therefore could not see
why water should not be similarly favoured.

Hon. E. 1r Nulsen: I'said there was a
flat rate for sugar in each capital city of
Australia.

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY: I point out that there are a few com-
modities that are distributed at flat rates in
most countries of the world. The principle
applies to parcel and letter postage and
telegrams, though telegrams are transmitted
more cheaply in the city than in the country
areas.

Mr. Styants: That sounds like socialisa-
tion.

The 'MINISTER FOR *ATER SUP-
PLY: During the recent war petrol was sold
throughout the United States of America at
one price, irrespective of how far from the
oil fields it might be sold. Singer Sewing
Machines and certain other articles are sold
at a flat rate throughout Australia and most
parts of the world. That also applies to a
number of proprietary articles, such as Enos
fruit salts. I presume the hon. mnember
favours the socialisation of industry, huot
lhe must realise that Governments generally
do not favour a policy providing for flat
rates. All the flat rates that he and I have
quoted are on articles produced by private

enterprise. The manufacturers in some way
best known to themselves have found it pos-
sible to institute Such a policy, and that is
*one, forward mpve that must be credited to
private enterprise.

Hon. A. H. Panton: The flat rate on
sugar is a healthy one.

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY: I took it that the member for Kanowna
knew something about the matter, and I re-
peated it accordingly. He said that in 1941
or 1942 the Norseman local authority held
a number of meetings and decided unani-
mously that water should be sold at a flat
rate throughout the State. 'He intimated
that all water supply centres from Mundar-
ing to Kalgoorlie supported the view of
Norseman. No doubt the House will agree
that the plea is strongly backed, but I would
ask the hon. member when replying to tell
the House what action he took -when he be-
cameI acquainted with the views of the Norse-
man Road Boar~d. What did he do and what
results did it have9 He might inform the
House what obstacles he met. From memory
I do not think he took any action at all.
When the hon. member sets himself up as a
leader in the campaign for the flat rating
of water or anything else I feel dubious
whether he is the right man for the job.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Flat rating would
not suit the irrigation areas.

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP-
PLY: No. I was interested in the state-
ment of the member for Kanowna that
if we had today a man like Lord Forrest
we would already have the flat rate for water.
I do not think that is so, because Lord For-
rest had preeisely the same opportunity to
bring about flat rating as exists today, and
I have no doubt it was suggested to him
but that he declined it. We have had Sir
James Mitchell, John Scaddan, Sir Hal
Colebatch, Phillip Collier, John Willeock,
Frank Wise, Albert Hawke and Harold Mil-
lington, who are among the best men we
have had, but none of them could jump
over the flat rate hurdle. In spite of that
the hbon. member expects this Government
to overcome it easily. He has stressed thtt
it is a simple task and that all he asks for
is decentralisation and a flat rate for water.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: It is almost like one
of your pre-election promises.
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The MINISTER FOR WATER SUT
PLY: No, it is like asking for a cheap to3
Towards the end of his spepht the hot
member told the House wits consideratil
emphasis that for the balance of his tire
in this House be would fight a battle fo
the flat rate. The hon. member came int
the House in 1932 and was stirred by th
appeal from Norsemhan in 1941, so I thin
he is culpably late in starting this gres
campaign. Nevertheless, the Government
prepared to assist the hon. member if i
can find a way. I know his heart is in thi
fight for a flat rate, hut I wish that he ha'
started it years ago for we might now b
reaping the benefits.

.Hon. -A. H. Panton: He did start it year
ago. I can tell you that!

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP
PLY: The motion as it stands is likely t
be abortive if it is Accepted, and I thin
the hon. member will agree that it woul'
not in the slightest degree advance the rE
quirements he has in mind. Therefore
desire to assist the hon. member and inten
to ask the House to amend the motion ii
a way that will-

Mr. Hegney: Settle it!
The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP

PLY: -give it some substance and sow
hope of a successful issue.

Mr. May: Anything but water.
The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP

PLY: The hon. member must treat th
motion seriously.'

Hon. A. H. Penton: You ought to se
an example.

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUP
PLY: Therefore I move an amendment-

That all words after the word "Hlouse'
in line offe be struck out with a view to sul
stituting the following words: ''There shoul
be an immediate investigation into the pra(
ticability of charging a flat rate for all Go'
erment controlled water supplies in -Wester
Australia and that the result of such invest
gation should be referred by the Treasur
to the Grants Commission with a view t
ascertaining what detriment (if any) financiz
assistance from that source would suffer a
a result.''

On motion by Mr. Kelly, debate at!
journed.

House adjourned at 11.3 p.m.

C-/)zaie.~smn~ .
Thursday, 28th July, 1940.
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- The SPEAKER took- the Chair at
.e4.30 p.m. and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

e LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

it As to Finne for Provision of Plant.

Mr. FOX asked the Minister for Works:
(1) Dfl his department set aside a sum

- in the vicinity of £60,000 to provide plant
for local wthoritics9

(2) From what source was this money ob-
d tained?

(3) How much of this sum was allocated
a to local authoritiesi

i- (4) What are the names of such local au-y
o thorities that were given money from this
LI fund, and how muech was provided for each?

9 (5) What became of the baiqace of this
fund?

k The MINISTER replied:

(1) Yes, during the years 1947-48 and
1948-49.

(2) The Commonwealth Aid Roads and
* Works Act, 1947, Clause 6 (5).

(3) Z12,000.


